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Reagan,
Thatcher
Comments
Contrast
WASHINGTON ( API — in a slap at
communist regimes throughout the
world, President Reagan says the era
of totalitarian governments is dying
and will be remembered only as a "sad
and rather bizarre chapter in human
history.
At a black-tie dinner hosted by the
British Embassy and Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, Reagan turned his
sights Friday night on "adversaries
who preach the supremacy of the state.
-We've all heard the slogans: the end
of the class struggle, the vanguard of
the proletariat, the wave the future, the
inevitable triumph of socialism," the
president said.
"Indeed if there is anything the
Marxist-Leninists might not be
forgiven for is their willingness to bog
the world down in tiresome cliches...a
gaggle of bogus prophecies and petty
superstitions."
Addressing Mrs. Thatcher, Reagan
said that "everywhere when one looks,
the cult of the state is dyMg. I wonder if
you and I and other leaders of the West
should not now be looking toward bright
sunlit uplands and begin planning for a
world where our adversaries are
remembered only for their role in a sad
and rather bizarre chapter in human
history..''
Reagan's remarks, in a toast to the
queen and the memory of Winston
Churchill, were a marked contrast to
those of Mrs. Thatcher. She largely confined herself to saluting the president
the free world's leading
as
statesman- and to saying U.S.-British
relations "are profoundly and deeply
right."
The dinner — lemon broth, potted
shrimp hearts and quail pie — was in
return for the state dinner Reagan
hosted the previous night for Mrs. Thatcher.
The two leaders meet again today at
the White House as Mrs. Thatcher
winds up her four-day visit to the
United States. After leaving
Washington, she will meet in New York
with financier David Rockefeller and
U.N. Secretary Kurt Waldheim before
flying back to London tonight.
Throughout her stay Mrs. Thatcher
has emphasized the same conservative
economic philosophy that guides
Reagan's attempt to solve U.S.
economic problems.

Brown Looks For Painless
Solution To Higher Taxes

HAZEL WATER DISTRICT — Workers for the G.D.S. Piping Co. install one
of the 35 fire hydrants in the new Hazel Water District system. jimmy Dick,
superintendent, said the crew "only lacks approximately 1,000 feet of main
line." According to Dick, there is a time period for teshng and purifying the
lines and then service lines will be installed to new customers. Chuck
Truman, resident engineer, reported that, if the weather stays nice, construction on the water tank at Midway can begin soon.
Photo By Tereya Champton

MSU Officials Take Wait-And-See
Attitude On Financial Aid Cuts
Although one of the targets of the
Reagan administration's attempt to
reduce federal spending is the program
of financial aid to college students, officials at Murray State University are
taking a wait-and-see attitude.
Johnny McDougal, director of Student Financial Aid at Murray State, is
anticipating continued funding on all
programs. "We are still optimistic
about financial aid opportunities for
students who need funds and have filed
their applications on a timely basis."
"Until specifics are received from
the federal Department of Education, it
will be business as usual."
According to published reports, the
Reagan administration is proposing to
reduce both the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants and the loan programs.
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rain
Occasional periods of rain likely tonight, and cooler with lows in
the mid and upper 40s. Rain ending early Sunday with partial
clearing late in the day and
cooler. Highs in the low and mid
50s.
Southwesterly winds will shift
to northwesterly this afternoon
and diminish to around 10 mph
Sunday;
Precipitation probabilities are
70 percent tonight arid 20 percent
Sunday morning.

The administration has projected
that the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant program alone would have required an additional $81 million for
1981, the report said.
The Chronicle of Higher Education
recently reported student loan programs have tripled in three years to
$4.8 billion in 1980. Federal administration officials say the loans are a drain
on federal funds.
At Murray State, a surprisingly large
number of students receive some kind
of financial aid. McDougal said that
presently 81 percent of the 8,000
students enrolled are participating in
one or more programs.
McDougal said personnel in the student financial aid office at Murray
State are awaiting factual information
on any changes affecting aid. He said
updated information may arrive by late
spring and that he is maintaining contact with Washington on this matter.
Presently, aid offered at Murray
State consists a grants, loans and student employment.
During the 1979-80 academic year, the
average amount per student recipient
awarded at Murray State ranged from
$400 for Nursing Scholarships, to $800
for the Basic Education Opportunity
Grant(BEOG
Other grants were the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant
(SEOG). the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (KHEAA)
and the Law Enforcement Education
Grant.
Loan programs at Murray State are
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program

Guy To Lead
Weaving At
Art Guild

..*

FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. says bets looking for
the least painful sOlution to a politically
ugly problem — higher taxes.
•"This governor's not going to hide
from any challenge," Brown said
Thursday evening at a Lexington dinner
honoring Fayette
County
Democratic chairwoman LaNeUe
Woods.
You probably never heard a politician talking about a tax increase before
a succession bill comes up ( a bill Brown
supports to let the governor serve consecutive termst. But we're hired on to
do the job for the people and we do the
best we can."
Brown didn't say which taxes he
might try to raise because of the
Reagan administration's proposed
federal budget cuts, combined with
Kentucky's projected revenue shortfall
next year.
Several top administration officials,
who were willing to speculate if their
names weren't used, said actions being
considered were:
Restoring the sales tax on utility
bills.
Broadening the sales tax to include
services as well as merchandise.
Increasing the 3-cents-a-pack
cigarette tax which is now lower than
most states'.
Reagan's proposed federal cutbacks
could cost individuals, organizations
and government at various levels in
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TO HOLD WEAVING SESSION — Well-known weaver Sally Guy will hold
four Saturday morning weaving sessions at the Murray Art Guild, beginning
March 7.

Well-known as a weaver, Sally Guy
will conduct four Saturday morning
weaving sessions at the Murray Art
Guild, 103 N. 6th St., beginning March 7.
In the first two sessions, participants
will learn how to transform fleece into
spun yarn, using the hand spindles that
resemble traditional ones that are centuries old.
The last two sessions deal with
fingerweaving which does not require a
loom. It is an ancient and interesting
way to make bands for many uses, including belts, straps and others.
The cost per session is $5. The series
costs $20.
A Kentucky representative for the
Handweayers Guild of America. Guy
has condected many workshops in spinning and weaving.
The four-week course, scheduled
from 9 a.m. to noon, is open to the
public. Those wanting to sign up should
call the art guild, 753-4059, or Guy, 4362261. March 4 is the latest to register.

iGLP I, the National Direct Student
Loan ( NDS1) and the Nursing Student
Loan Program.
The average amount per student
awarded during 1979-80 was $1,900 for
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
5700 for the National Direct Student
Loan and $600 for the nursing loan.
"It is important to remember that
any proposed financial aid cut by the
Reagan administration is still subject
to congressional approval," McDougal
said.
He said that Murray State students
should continue to submit applications
for financial aid because proposed
reductions in funds may not be approved.
"We are anticipating a record
number of financial aid applications to
be filed for the 1981-82 school year,"
McDougal said. "Students should complete and submit forms before April 1 so
they may receive maximum consideration for the available funds."
McDougal said the applications for
the 181 summer session may be filed at
this time.
Persons seeking aid for the 1981-82
school year should file applications by
April 1.
Application packets may be obtained
in the Student Financial Aid Office in
the basement of Sparks Hall.

keiitilehy about. lilt 1111111On next fiscal
year.
That, plus a projected state revenue
shortfall of $185 million, could leave
Kentucky. about half a billion dollars
short of the money to continue services
at current levels.
Which tax the state administration
chooses to increase, and by how much,
depends on how much money it decides
it needs and Which tax hike would be
politically the least painful. Official;

Murrayans To Take Part In
All-Kentucky City Judging
A large group of enthusiastic Murray
residents will travel to Lexington
Wednesday, March 4, to participate in
the All-Kentucky City judging.
This is the first year that the city of
Murray has attempted to receive the
designation of an "All-Kentucky City."
The program is sponsored statewide by
the Kentucky State Chamber of Commerce.
Locally, the sponsoring organization
is the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
"The group has spent countless manhours in preparing a 150-page report as
well as a 15-minute audio-visual presentation," David Graham, local committee chairman,said.
Judging will be on the two items as

well ass verbal presentation.
In addition to Graham, others participating in the oral presentation will
be city planner Steve Zea and Betty
Lowry.
Graham said that many civic, professional and service organizations have
•
participated in the efforts.
"Traditionally, it has been very difficult for a first time entry to win the
designation," Graham said. "However,
with the enthusiastic crowd of Murray
supporters, we are optimistic about our
chances."
A chartered bus will leave from Murray at 8 a.m. Wednesday and return the
same evening. Limited seats still are
available for anyone wishing to par.
licipate. Details may be obtained from
the local chamber of commerce office.

WORLD WAR I VETERANS — World War I veterans honored at the dinner
included, seated, from left, N. A. Young, Loren Adams. Standing, E. W.
Riley and Noble Cox. David Jacobson, another World War 1 veteran, also
attended the dinner.

VIETNAM ERA VETERANS — Some of the Vietnam Era veterans attending Friday night's dinner honoring veterans
sponsored by the Murray-Galloway County Ministerial Association are, front row, from left, Jim Hopkins, Don
Bailey, Rosonna Foster, Randall Routl, Dwane Foster, Bobby Galloway, Ray Grace, and David Jacobson, a World
War I veteran. Back row, from left, fames Rickman, Jerry Davis, Larry Orr, Thomas Weatherford, Roger Cooper,
Danny Paschall, William Vance and Clyde Tidwell.

VETERANS OF VIETNAM CONFLICT — Other Vietnam Era veterans are, front row, from left, James W. Neal,
Daniel Seals, Larry Brown, Steve Shaw, Brenda Lessman, Bennie Cooper, Larry Pyla. Middle row, Joe Lawrence, E.
Dewitt, Keith Gwinn, William E. Elkins, Robert Perrin, Esther Edwards. Back row, Mike Hankey, David Graham, Carson Daley, Wiliam Rice, Floyd Lessman, George Rogers, Don Farrell and Robert Newton.
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say the hope to de‘clop a simple tax
package that would stand the best
chance of surviving tinkering by a skeptical Legislature.
The loss of sales taxes on utility bilk
and the property tax limit combined
will cast the state about $200 million this
year and next.
Some officials say the Legislature
should repeal the lliiitt and thereby
pass the revenueraising dilemma on to
I k wit I governments.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Community Happenings

Fraaces Drake
FOR SUNDAY,IsLARCItt: 1981
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be To find out what the
Oct M to Nov_ 211 nt'
stars say, read the forecast
You veer from being overly
given for your birth Sign.
suspicious to somewhat gullible Don't try to fool others or
ARIES
keep important matters to
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19i
yourself Open up
You may have ambivalent SAGITTARIUS
.
0440
feelings about a career matNov. Mt° Dec 211 ig
ter. Despite one favorable
Friends and money don't
meeting, it's hard to make mix favorably now. You may
much progress at present.
buy something for the home,
TAURUS
only to find that a loved one
t
lApr.2AtoMay 20)
questions your taste
Advice you get about a CAPRICORN
conflichealth matter may be
1Dec 22 toJan. 191 Vit1Z5
ting. Pleasant news from afar.
You're overly-concerned
not
is
travel
in
general,
but,
about a career matter. Seek a
favored now
pleasant diversion Downplay
GEMINI
ego in the evening. Be aware
May 21 to June 201
of others'feelings.
It may be hard to get others AQUARIUS
to go along with your plans (Jan. 20toFeb, 181
about Joint assets. You may be
Others may have a hard
troubled about an intimate time figuring you out. Keep
concern.
financial developments to
CANCER
yourself now. Avoid too much
June 21 to July 221
introspection.
In-laws prove helpful, but PISCES
dealing with the diverse perFeb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
sonalities of family members
Social life is not totally
otherwise may prove to be a satisfactory now. You'll have
bit troublesome.
both ups and downs. Learn to
LEO
take others as they are. Be
July 23 to Aug. 221 412
less critical.
Don't let worry make you
their
sick. Put problems in
YOU BORN TODAY have
proper perspective. Wait until more executive ability than
another time to implement a the typical member of y'Our
financial program. •
sign. You're attracted to the
VIRGO
professions and can succeed in
'Aug.23 to Sept.231"P
teaching, religion, governto ment, science and architecinclined
You're
overspend now. If you avoid ture. You like public life and
squabbles about money, you'll give willing service to the sick
have a good time with loved and afflicted. Your strongest
ones. Be considerate.
inclination, though, is to the
LIBRA
arts. Music, writing, acting
iSept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
and painting are some of the
Your inconsistencies could fields in which you'll find hapLead to problems with a family piness.
member. You'll have to make
up your mind to avoid a diet of
bickering.
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Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8. Sun. — 2:00
Cheri 8. Cine'
All Seats S1.50
Fast *ketosis Thurs.
7 20.9 25-- 2 00Sat ,Sun

9TO
Central C If • 753 3314

E
7 00.9 00 —2 00 Sat .Sun

7:15,9:15 +2700Set.,Sun.
-

One of the
rooes 10 boot

700,900 4-2:00Sat.,Sun

7'00,9:20-.-2:00Sat., Sun.
0.Mtt,
.c1,104(
0111.11.0•411
. 1•Olft
.0 Of Orf

Olednut So •753-3314

olmiEMENINNIN
Late Shows TONITE
Cher 2 -11:30 P.M.
IF YOU DON'T STOP IT
YOU'LL GO BLIND (R)
Cheri 3 - 11:40
Adult Entertainment
18 or over only
AS
$3.00
‘11111MMIIMEmmime

Two Women Are
Appointed By Girl
scout Council
Kentuckiana Girl Scout
Council announces the appointment of two Louisville
women, Jane Duerr and
Johrtetta Marshall, to head up
the annual Sustaining
Membership Enrollment campaign for 1981. These women,
dedicated to Girl Scouting and
community service, will
direct an organization of
volunteers and staff
throughout Kentuckiana to attain a goal of $100,000.00 for
council operating income.
Jane Duerr,(Mrs. Francis)
has given continuous service
to Girl Scouting for two
decades - Junior Troop
Leader, Council
Board
Member since 1964, President
six years, creator and chairman of the first Sustaining
Membership Enrollment,
former
National Board
Member, Girl Scouts of the
U.S.A., currently active as
Council Development Committee Chairman.
Her career of volunteer service extends to United Way
Committees, Recording for
the Blind and many other
philanthropic and civic efforts. Jane Duerr's able
leadership as Co-Chairman
led the 1980 S.M.E. drive to
successful goal achievement.
Johnetta Marshall, Executive Director of Opportunities
Industrialization
Center, mother of six, exemplifies a business woman
giving far more than she is
asked — past Business
Manager and Director of Day
Camp, now serving on the
Council Board of Directors.
Her community leadership
role is evident as Presbyterian
Elder. and top positions in the
March of Dimes. West Side
Payers, Tri-State Black Synod
Caucusl Ethnic Church Affairs Caucus, and Negro
Business and Professional
Women.
Johnetta's
outstanding guidance and influence,
and
deep
understanding of young people, lend valuable strength to
the 1981 S.M.E. campaign.

SANSUI
Hi Fl Stereo Show
Many Specials
Stop, Shop & Compare
Easy Financing

World of Sound
2225.. 12,11

753-5545

Open This Simi* 1.5 p.*.

Saturday,-Feb.12
Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall
Deadline for ordering
dogwood trees at $3 each is today and tomorrow. Persons
may call Barbara Jewell, 7536100, Edith Noffsinger, 7533197, or any member of the
Murray Woman's Club,
Murray High School French
and Spanish Club Mardi Gras
will be held from 6 to 10:30
p.m. in the school commons.
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
al 12 noon at the club house
with Dr. and Mrs. Howard
Keller as ate scheduled
speakers.

Sunday,Marti
Singing featuring the
Barnett Family of Stanton,
Tenn., will be at 2 p.m at the
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
House warnung for Mr and
Mrs. George Merrell at their
home at 1503 Henry Street,
Murray, will be from 2 to 4
p.m. with their daughter. Mrs.
Lynn Clark, as hostess.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Men will
meet at 8 a.m. at the church
for breakfast with the Rev.
Jimmy Stubbs as speaker.
Newman Club meeting and
dinner of St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be at 6 p.m. Each
student is asked to bring a dish
of vegetable,salad or dessert.

Tuesday, March 3
First annual Swine Health
Day will be sponsored by the
Murray State Swine Health
Improvement Plan in
Executive Board of the Mur- cooperation with the Kentucky
ray Woman's Club will meet Veterinary Medical Associaat 11:30 a.m. at the club house. tion from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Mississippi Room of the
Memorial Baptist Church University Center, Murray
WMU will meet at 1 p.m. with State.
Lalla Boyd.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Adult Great Books Discus- Order of the Rainbow for Girls
sion Group will meet at 7 p.m. will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
at the Calloway Public hall.
Library_
Monday, March 2
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7
p in at the church

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p Am. at the lodge
hall.

Exhibition of photography
by Kim Cwaik, Louisville, and
works by Hunter Whitesell,
Fulton, will be on display in
Third night of "Vanities"
the Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
will be presented at 8 p.m. at
Center, Murray State Univerthe University Theatre, Fine
sity,today through March 6.
Arts Center, Murray State
Display of contemporary
University. Tickets are $3 for
prints from collection of
adults and $1.50 for children.
Ashland Oil, Inc., will be on
exhibition in Eagle Gallery,
National Rifle Association
Arts Center, Murray
INRAI open sectional match Fine
for teams and individuals State, today through March
12.
seeking to qualify for the national championships will be
Monday, March 2
held on the ROTC range,
Northside Baptist Church
Stewart Stadium, 'Murray
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
Stae, starting at 7 a.m.
the home of Judy Jones.

Esther Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at 9 a.m, at the
church to quilt.

Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky' Livestock and Exposition Center.

De

Olga Hampton Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at the church.

Exhibition of photography
by Bob Hill will be presented
by Mason Art Gallery Exhibits in Hart Hall, Murray
State University, from 1 to 3
p.m. today through March 5.
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Christian Church.
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7
p.m. in the social hall of First
United Methodist Church.
Recovery', Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County' Health Center.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Bigots' Consistency a
Sign of Little Minds
DEAR ABBY. 1 am sending you something written by the
late, beloved humorist Sam Levenson. If you appreciate it as
much as I, please share it with your readers.
MRS. B. FLEMING, L.A.
DEAR MRS. FLEMING: I did, and I will:
SAM LEVENSON'S ANSWER TO AN ANTI-SEMITE
"It's a free world; you don't have to like Jews, but
if you don't, I suggest that you boycott certain Jewish
products like the Wassermann Teat for syphilis; digitalis, discovered by a Dr. Nuslin; insulin, discovered
by Dr. Minofsky; chlorohydrate for convulsions,
discovered by Dr. Lifreich; the Shick Test for diphtheria; vitamins discovered by Dr. Funk; streptomycin, discovered by Dr. Z. Woronan; the polio pill by
Dr. A. Sabin and the polio vaccine by Dr. Jonas Salk.
"Good! Boycott! Humanitarian consistency requires that My people offer all these gifts to all people
of the world. Fanatic consistency requires that all
bigots accept syphilis, diabetes, convulsions, malnutrition, infantile paralysis and tuberculosis as a
matter of principle.
"You want to be mad? Be mad! But I'm telling you,
you ain't going to feel so good."

F777111/M1

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. Lunch will be
served at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
nd at 12 noon at Douglas.

Kathy LeFebyre, senior
soprano, Cleveland, Ohio, will
preient a voice recital at 2
p.m. and Laurie Small, senior
soprano, Harrisburg, Ill., will
present a voice recital at 3:30
p.m., both at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.

Third '
of a series of
children's art workshops for
junior high school students
will be from 9 to 11 a.m. on the
fourth floor, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.

Tuesday, Mamba
Tuesday, March 3
Gladys Williamson Group of
Dorothy Group of First BapSinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of tist Church WMS will meet
with Mrs. Homer Miller at
Teresa Williams.
10:30 a.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m, at the Hale Chapel. The
executive board will meet at 9
a.m, and coffee will be served
at 9:30 a.m.
GUESTS HERE
Miss Virginia Hay and Mrs
St. Leo's Catholic Church R. M. Bergman of Irvine are
Women's Guild will have its the guests of their niece, Mrs
annual spring salad luncheon B. D. Hall, at her home on
t noon in the Parish Center.
Dogwood Drive, Murray.

Community Chorus will
meet at the Calloway Public
Library at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 3
Free blood pressure check
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at the Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, South 15th and
Sycamore Streets.
Richard Valentine Puppets
will perform at 10 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. in the green room of
old freight depot, MurrayCalloway Park.
Senior Citizens Centers will
be open as follows: Dexter at
9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Prenatal Nutrition Class,
taught by Suzanne Seeley,
director of nutrition, MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
will be at 1:30 p.m. in the
cafeteria of the hospital.
Men's Prayer breakfast of
First
United
Methodist
Church will meet at 7 a.m.
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m, at the First United
Methodist Church.

DEAR ABBY: For my birthday, my husband took me and
some relatives out for dinner at a nice restaurant. When the
Parents Anonymous will
waitress brought the main course, she served everyone but
meet at 6:30 p.m. For informe, saying my steak would takes little longer as she had to
mation call 753-5995 or 435send it back to be cooked "well done" as I had requested.
4385.
Well, her "little longer" turned out to be more like 15
minutes, and everyone except my husband, who had the
Alcoholics Anonymous will
good manners to wait for me, was halfway finished eating
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
by the time my food arrived.
of the West Kentucky
I was so humiliated and embarrassed, I told the waitress
Livestock and Exposition
she should not have served anyone until she could have
served everyone.
She was slightly miffed, and said if she had waited,
Singles Class of Seventh and
everyone else's food would have been cold.
My family was embarrassed because I said anything. I Poplar Church of Christ will
say they were an ill-mannered bunch to have eaten without meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.
me.
Who is wrong here? The waitress? (Jr the others who ate
,anoway County High
without me?
ANONYMOUS
School Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. in the band
DEAR ANONYMOUS: I think you were wrong to
room of the high school. This
have made an issue of it. Although it is considered
is for all parents and boosters
impolite to eat before everyone is served, it would
of the middle and high schools.
have been gracious were you to have said, "Please
don't wait for me. Your food will get cold."
No faculty recital will be
A conscientious waitress would have asked the chef
held tonight by the Murray
to start your steakfirst in order to serve everyone at
one time.(Perhaps she did, but the chef slipped up.) State University music faculty.
DEAR ABBY: There is a group of us in a mental
(psychiatric) hospital who read your column daily.
Delta Department of MurWe would just like to say that it's sometimes very
relieving to read about problems that we do not have. Our
ray Woman's Club will meet
problems weigh heavily on our shoulders day after day,and
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
sometimes it seems that we are the only ones having
with Dr. Farouk Umar as
difficulty handling our problems and society's hassles. We
speaker.
tend to forget that not everyone's burdens are concentrated
on the few of us
Kappa Department of MurWe thank you, Dear Abby, for reminding us daily that we
ray Woman's Club will meet
don't have to be perfect to be part of society again.
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
• GRATEFUL
with Dr. Walter Jones as
DEAR GRATEFUL: Thank you. Your letter made
speaker.
my day.
Group II of First Christian
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
Church CWF will meet at 2
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
p.m. at the home of Frances
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
Churchill with Nelle Robbins
included in Abby's booklet."How to Write Letters for
and Lora Arnold as coAll Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
hostesses. Lucille Austin will
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
give the program and Ruth
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Doty the devotion
90212.

RETUI
from tli
(from It
tor), Dc

HONORED AT PARTY — Senior citizens having birthdays in the
month of February
were honored at a party on Feb. 18 at the Douglas
Center. They were, left to right,
back row, Margaret Hicks, C. W. Stigall, Eugenia Hopkins,
Lula Grey Grogan, Louise
Dunn, and Hinda Grubbs, front row, Gussie Adamstsabell
Piazza, Blanch Larson, and
Virginia Swann.

HEALTH
Preventing cystine stones
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am long, stamped, self-addressed swim and the style you use
19 years old and have prob- envelc for it to me, in care
The best guides to how
lems with kidney stones. of
ewspaper. P.O. Box
These kidney-stones are made 155 Radio City Station, New many calories you need are
your skin fold, which will
of cystine. My doctor says Yor NY 10019.
show any fat you might have.
they are caused by stomach
Ex rts disagree about how and your daily weight. If you
acid buildup. I have had two to m nage some types of
are losing weight, you are not
operations on these stones stones.
ticularly calcium
already. I certainly do not stones. But ere is agreement eating enough. Otherwise, you
want to ever have another on what to o about cystine need to stay on a balanced
operation of this sort. What I stones. All agree that it is diet like all other people. with
would like to know is what important to drink a lot of flu- an adequate selection from all
kind of diet you would suggest ids -- at least %Otter — of the four basic food groups.
In addition to weighing
to avoid getting more stones? around the clock. This helps to
By the way, I take sodium dilute the urine and prevent yourself regularly to be sure
bicarbonate tablets and pent- the minerals in the urine from you are not losing weight. the
other guide is how you feel. If
cillamine capsules to coun- aggregating to form a stone.
you are too tired you may not
teract the stones. These were
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm 16 be getting enough calories for
prescribed by my doctors.
and am a competitive your level of calorie
Would you suggest anything
expendiswimmer. I'm 5 feet 2 and ture. In that case you may
else?
weigh 100 pounds.
swim want to add some calorie-rich
DEAR READER — You
are on the rightprogram for a 5.000 yards in less than two foods to your diet.
hours every day. I'm interestperson with your kind of kidney stones. There are many ed in knowing what kind of
diet is necessary to maintain
different kinds of kidney
my weight and remain healthstones and the choice of treatArthritic
y. I would also like to know
ment depends upon knowing how many
calories I can have
Pain
which kind of stone a person
a day.
has.
Receiving
Many
DEAR
READER
StandCystine stones, which are
Relief
rather rare, do not show on ard tables indicate you would
ordinary X-rays like a calci- need about 2.400 calories a
Free
um stone will. This is an day if you were normally'
inherited trait and often there active. Because of your
literature
are other members of the exercise program, you will
family who have similar prob- need a lot more. You are
Self-addressed
probably using about 1,000
lems.
stamped envelope
Cystine stones are more apt calories for your swimming
P.O. Box 27
to form if your urine is acid. activity a day. The *actual
Puryear, Tenn, 38251
That is why your doctor is giv- amount depends upon how you
ing you bicarbonate tablets.
The. bicarbonate is absorbed
and alkalizes your urine ;*****************************t
regardless of yoor diet. This,
For all your Travel Reservations Call
plus the D penicillamine •
capsules, helps to dissolve or
prevent the formation of such
stones. In this way, your doctors are trying to make sure
you don't have to have any
other operations.
Cystine stones are discussed
oriefly along with other types
of kidney stones in The Health
representing
Letter number 11-2, Kidney
Stones: Treatment Has
* American and International Traveltime
Changed, which I am sending •
you. Others who want this ******************************t
issue can send 75 cents with a
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"Friday
Special"
All You Can Eat
Combo Plate
•Salad Bar
•Egg Roll
•Beef W, Chinese Vegetables
•Moo Goo Gai Pan
•Sweet Sour Pork
•Fried Rice
•Beverage

RESTAURANT
Hwy.641 S. Holiday Inn
Murray, K y.

We Also Serve
American Food
Everyday
Open Seven Days A Week
Breakfast 6-10:30
Lunch 11-2
Dinner 4-10
7534488—Orders To Go
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Susie Sunshine Unit Of
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Returns From Seminar
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RETURN FROM SEMINAR — Several local Mary Kay employees recently returned
from the 18th annual Mary Kay seminar in Dallas. Those attending the seminar were
(from left) Teresa McKinney, Theresa Nance, Janey Arnold, Susan Cunningham (director), Donna Griffith, Vicki Allen and Pam Alexander.

Marie Hicks Joins Century 21
As Broker-Sales Associate
Marie Hicks recently has
joined Century 21, Loretta
Jobs, Realtors, as brokersales associate, according to
Imretta Jobs, Broker. Marie,a
1972 graduate of Murray State
University with a degree in
bnsiness, has been active in
the real estate area since 1977.
She attended advanced real
estate training in Louisville
and received her broker
license in 1978.
Mrs. Hicks is the wife of Lt.
Col. Louis E. Hicks, retired,
and resides on Camelot Drive
in Kingswood. They are the
parents of two children, Jeannette Stevens, of Tuscola, Illinois, and Louis, Jr., of Park
Hills, Kentucky. Marie and

years.
Marie is a member of the
Methodist
First United
Church of Murray, Home
Murray
Department of
Woman's Club, and Harris
Grove Homemakers. She is
also a member of local, state,
and national real estate
associations and serves locally on the Membership Committee.
Marie has recently returned
from special Century 21 training which was held in Indianapolis. She will be happy
to discuss any real estate
needs or questions you may
have. She may be reached by
calling the Century 21 office at
753-1492 or at home,759-1056.

Marie Hicks
Louis formerly lived in
Panorama Shores for ten

Members of the Susie Sunshine Unit of Murray, Ky with
the Dallas-based Mary Kay
Cosmetics, Inc., has returned
from the company's 18th Annual Seminar held at the
Dallas Convention Center,
Jan. 29-31.
Some 8,000 of the 112,000 independent Mary Kay Consultants attended. General
assemblies and workshops filled the schedule of the program covering every facet of
the Mary Kay business from
products to management.
Mary Kay Ash, who founded
the company in 1963 and is
now chairman of the board,
gave the opening address and
taught some of the classes.
Richard Rogers, president of
Mary Kay Cosmetics, was
also guest speaker.
The theme of this year's program,"Dreams Come True",
reflected the spirit of total optimism that ran through the
$2.5 million seminar. The
spectacular stage setting
featured a castle motif
enhanced with thousands of
twinkle lights, a lighted curtain with a star burst design,
laser light rainbow effects,
four turrets accented with live
greenery and yards of shimmering glamme material forming the backdrop.
The 1981 seminar was
highlighted by an awards
night where the top sales
achievers in Mary Kay
Cosmetics were spotlighted as
they received their valuable
pink
prizes including
Cadillacs and Buick Regals —
the cars most often associated

with Mary Kay Cosmetics —
diamond and gold pins,
bracelets, rings, and
necklaces and mink fashions.
Entertainment was provided
by singer, Jack Jones.
The Susie Sunshines became
a unit in August, 1980 when
Susan Cunningham was named an independent sales director with the company. Those
attending the Seminar were:
Larry and Janey Arnold,
Mayfield; Lewis and Donna
Griffith, Memphis, Tenn.,
Larry and Susan Cunningham
(director), Brent and Vicki
Allen, Ricky and Pam Alexander, Gunner and Theresa
Nance, and Miss Teresa
McKinney, all of Murray.
Members of the unit not attending seminar were: Charlie
Jenner, Lisha Bucy, Paulette
Crouch, Lottie Futrell, Debbie
Darnell, Angie Jones, Myra
Rumbaugh, Rena
Ball,
Marilyn Travis, Bonnie
Burkeen, Patty Campbell,
Lisa Nance, Joan Overbey,
JoAnn Gream, Joyce
Morehead, Betty Medlion,Sue
Wollam, Donna Alexander,
Shirley Doran, and Jerry
Sellers.
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Inc.,
has grown from a local firm
with an initial force of 10 into
an international organization
with approximately 112,000 independent Beauty Consultants, marketing the firm's
products throughout the
United States, its territories,
Canada, Australia, and
Buenos Aires. The company's
1979 net sales figure was
$91,4000.000.

Scott Wright
Completes
CPA Exam
In November
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Those who completed the
experience requirement will
receive certificates at the
March 20 dinner meeting of
the Kentucky Society of Certified Public Accountants at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
Louisville.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

All successful candidates
and their spouses will be
recognized at this meeting.
The state board of accountancy will present certificates to
those eligible.

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

All candidates for certification as Certified Public Accountants in America take the
same examination on the
same days •ies, May and
November each year.

Call 436-2372
Murray
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Taxes seem to take o bigger share of your total income every year and this year is the time to do
something about about it
capital in
You need someone to help you develop on aggressive program for conserving
help
creasing your family's financial security and lowering your tax bills. That is where I can
for the
return
your
financial
picture
and
current
To start with I'll systematically review your
further
previous year Who knows., I may very well find refunds you've overlooked). Then I'll go
family needs
and help you devise financial strategies to meet your long term business and
talk
Of course not everyone requires my kind of help But if you do perhaps we should

CPA
Mere than•title, It's• pretesslew

Michael H. Keller
-Certified Public Accountant
201 S. 6th Street

C/V !Wall &RI F

753-8918

Randy Wright Honored For
Sales By Bennett, Associates
Randy Wright, of Bennett
and Associates, was honored
wit,h a plaque and dinner for
having seven individual policy
sales in one day.
"To the best of my
knowledge," Wayne Bennett,
company president, said, "I
don't know of any case in 23
years when something like
this has happened. I look at it
as quite an accomplishment."
Wright also was named the
company's
outstanding
salesman in January.
Since 1956, Bennett and
Associates have served west
Kentucky and west Tennessee
as a brokerage firm dealing in
group and individual policies.
Bennett added that one
employer and one employee
can be eligible for group
policies.
The company is located at
305 N. 4th St. Hours are 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

HONORED — Wayne Bennett (right), president of Bennett and Associates, honors employee Randy Wright for
his seven policy sales in one day.

Banquets, Catering
Specialities Of
Kenlake Chef

FRANKFORT, Ky.. — Scott
V. Wright was one of 104 candidates sucessfully completing the November 1980
Certified Public Accountant
examination, according to
David L. Chervenak, president of the Kentucky State
Board of Accountancy.

5TH YEAR AWARD — Aubrey Hatcher, owner of Hatcher Auto Sales, was presented a 25-year award as a Lincoln Mercury dealer. The award was presented by Memphis District Zone Manager W.S. Benvenuti.

TWO-SEATER SPORTCOUPE — The 1982 front-wheel-drive EXP — the first twopassenger Ford in a quarter century—is a fuel-efficient sportcoupe with handling
characteristics and styling designed to please driving enthusiasts. Although the EXP's
size and sporty appearance are reminiscent of the classic two-passenger Thunderbird,
Ford's newest model has a combination of high-technology features unheard of in the
1950's. The EXP standard manual four-speed transaide and 1.6-liter CVH engine have
projected fuel-economy estimates of at least 28 mpg (city) and 45 (highway). The EXP
option list—limited because of the car's high level of standard equipment — includes a
flip-up open-air roof, a premium stereo-radio sound system, and leather or shearlingand-leather seating surfaces. The EXP will-go on sale in April.

TV WINNER — Burger Queen manager Ken Asher
congradulates Mary Ann McCuiston, winner of a nineinch color television in Burger Queen's Win Something
Big Contest,

Jerry's To Bring Relief
To Hungry Motorists On
West Kentucky Parkway'
. FRANKFORT — Hungry
motorists traveling on 1-65 and
the Western Kentucky
Parkway will soon get some
relief,
Jerry's Restaurants will
soon open on the service
islands at Lebanon Junction
and Shepherdsville on 1-65 and
at Beaver Dam on the Western
Kentucky Parkway. The three
restaurants have been closed
since September.
The Kentucky Department
of Transportation has awarded a five-year contract for
operation of the three
restaurants to Henderson
Restaurant Inc. of Jasper,
Ind.
"Jerry's will offer its
customers a full-range menu
at an inexpensive price. Other
companies offered the
Transportation Department a
larger percentage of the sales
receipts, but we felt the consumer would realize greater
Jerry's,"
benefits with
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts said.
Since the restaurants
operate on state-owned right
of way, the department will
receive 10 percent of the annual gross sales up to $2.2
million. The department's
percentage will increase
above $2.2 million with a 12
percent limit.
The company plans to spend
$150,000 for minor renovations, furnishings, decora-

Banquets and catering for
groups from 20 to 140 are
specialities of Randy Marcum, head chef at Kenlake
State Park.
Marcum, who has served in
chef positions in 11 Kentucky
parks, makes the menus.
keeps inventory,cooks, orders
food and oversees all kitchen
duties as head chef.
Being around food resulted
in Marcuen's interest in cooking. He learned cooking from
experience, seminars and
other state park chefs.
A native of Jamestown, KS,.,
Marcum said he enjoys working in state parks as opposed
to restaurants. He explained
that the menus change frequently at -a state park and
that many restaurants don't
have catering services.
Marcum came to Kenlake
Jan. 7 from Natural Bridge
State Park, where he also
served as head chef.
The state park has been
home for Marcum. "I really

tons, signs and small equipment.
The contract for the three
restaurants was previously
held by Gladieux Food Services Inc. of Toledo, Ohio. but
it was not renewed by the
department.
Henderson Restaurant Inc.
is a corporation of the Buehler
— Ruckriegal Group, which
operates 77 restaurants in Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan
and New York.
•
Other bids were submitted
by Howard Johnsons Co. of
Braintree, Mass., Hardee's
Food Systems Inc. of Rocky
Mt., N.C., and Gladieux Food
Services Inc. of Toledo, Ohio.

a

Randy Marcum
like the people here
Kenlake offers a full menu
of seafood and country cooking, Marcum favorite food.
His staff includes seven
ce`)

•
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t. at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Marie Hicks
Aubrey Hatcher

Richard Noss of Paducah
Valve & Fitting Company has
been honored by the Sales and
Marketing Executives of St
Louis for his outstanding sales
and service efforts in Western
Kentucky

chefs
Marcum and his wife Wendy
have two sons. Jeremy and
Anthony, and one step-son,
Logan Clark

11)

Richard Noss
Randy Wright

Mary Ann McCuistion
Randy Marcum
Susie Sunshine Unit
Scott Wright
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EDITORIAL

FEC Out
Of Order
The Federal Election Commission was created in the wake
of the Watergate scandal to
clean up the mess in campaign
financing. The last time we
checked, hounding the press and
encroaching on First Amendment rights was not a part of
the commission's charter.
So, why is the commission investigating Reader's Digest
magazine? The answer, it
seems, is that overzealous FEC
officials have stretched their
statutory mandate far beyond
anything Congress intended or
the courts are likely to permit.
At issue is a promotional
campaign waged a year ago by
Reader's Digest editors to draw
attention to a featured article
questioning Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy's account of the Chappaquiddick accident.
The commission, responding
to a "citizen complaint," is probing the magazine's promotional
expenditures on the suspicion
that these advertising expenses
might somehow constitute a
campaign contribution to Sen.
Kennedy's opponents in last
year's Democratic primaries.
Really now, folks! If portions
of the Reader's Digest advertising budget qualify as campaign
contributions, so might similar

expenditures made to promote
political reportage in hundreds
of other periodicals, newspapers, newsletters and interest
group bulletins.
And what about the money
spent by publishers to spur sales
of countless books defending or
attacking politicians? Are these
to be viewed as de facto contributions to somebody's campaign
as well?
If so, the First Amendment
and unfettered political reporting are in obvious peril.
Reader's Digest has gone to
court in an effort to block the
FEC investigation. Should this
fail to restrain the commission's
gumshoes, Congress ought to
waste no time in amending the
FEC's charter to preclude any
chance that similar abuses
could occur again, ever.

Bible Thought
And above all these things put on
charity, which is the bond of perfectness. - Colossians 3:14.
Charity in its broadest sense means
brotherly love. The most perfect
manifestation of our Chnstian faith is
found in the acts of brotherly love
that we are all able to perform each
day.

Humanely Speaking

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Final enrollment at Murray State
University for the spring semester
stands at 6,870, according to Wilson
Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dell
Finney, Mrs. Elnora Greenfield
Wallace, Gaylon White, and Miss Alta
Lamb.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.

and Mrs. Joe Buddy McDougal, Feb. 25,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Rowlett,
Feb. 25, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Jackson, Feb. 24,
Miss Pam Corbin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Corbin, Madisonville,
was married to Steven I.ee Trevathan.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan,
Murray, at the First United Methodist
Church, Madisonville'

Mrs. Harlan Hodges will speak on the
theme of "Kentucky Authors" at the
meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be held
March 2. Mrs. Harry Sledd will be program chairman.

First Methodist Church, will be
presented March 3 during the morning
warship services. "Sing, Rejoice Unto
The Lord for He Hath Done Marvelous
Things" is based on Psalms 92, 96: and
98 by Paul Shahan, composer. This is
his third religious work.
Dr. Rodney Tillman, professor of
education at Peabody College,
Nashville, Tenn., will be featured
speaker and consultant at a conference

on how to improve the curriculum of
elementary and secondary schools on
March 6 at Murray State College.
The Rev. Dr. .H. C. Chiles showed
slides taken on a trip to South America
at the meeting of the Alpha Department
of the Murray Woman's Club held at the
club house.
Mrs. R. H. Hood of Savannah, Ga., is
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. William
Furgerson and family.

Sunday, March 1, many of us will
celebrate the International Day of the
Seal. This day has been set aside to
recognize the plight of fur seals destined to die off the coasts of Alaska and
Canada this year.
In two major seal hunts, one in March
and one in July, seals are clubbed, stabbed in the heart and skinned
4 sometimes alive for their fur. In the
March hunt, Norwegians and Canadians will kill approximately 180,000
harp seals on the ice of Newfoundland
and the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Most of
these are baby seals whitecoats I less
than a month old. The Pribilof Islands
of Alaska are the site of the July seal
slaughter. There the U.S., Canada,
Japan and Russia take part in the killing of about 26,000 Northern Pacific fur
seals.
Seal fur is made into coats and other
garments, and souvenirs such as key
chains and toy stuffed seals. Very little
seal meat is eaten, and most of the carcasses are left on the ice after skinning.
Although native Aleuts and Newfoundlanders participate in the killing,
those who really profit are the fur companies. Vanity, greed and an
unenlightened attitude motivate the
yearly seal kill.
If you would like to join us in doing
something to stop the carnage and suffering created by these killings, here
are some suggestions:
1. Become informed. Write for information on seals at the following addresses: The Humane Society of the
United S.tates, 2100 L. Street, NW.,
•---Washington, D.C. 20037; and
Greenpeace, P.O. Box 4793, Santa Barbara, California 93013.
2. Write to the following ambassadors
asking them to put an immediate end to

the harp seal slaughter: His Excellency, Peter M. Towe,Canadian Embassy,
1746 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036; a-d His Excellency, Knut Hedemann, Embassy of
Norway, 2720 - 34th Street, NAY.,
Washington, D.C. 20008.
3. Write to your Senators and
Representatives asking that they take
steps to find alternate work for Aleut
natives and phase out the U.S. hunt of
fur seals on the Pribilofs.
4. Get your church or civic group to
hold a discussion of the meaning of
"dominion" and the responsibility
humans have to care for the earth and
its animals.
In New York City on Seal Day two
beheld concerts will be held in The
Cathedral of St. John the Divine to
celebrate the seals. No such elaborate
activities are planned in Murray, but
our letters will help, and it certainly
won't hurt us to speak up for those who
can't beg for mercy.
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Letter To The Editor
Express Gratitude
Dear Judge Miller •
May I express my gratitude to you
and the Calloway County Fire and
Rescue Squad for the invaluable
assistance rendered at the time of our
unfortunate fire on Tuesday, January
27, 1981.
The courage and dedication of these
men was one of the major factors in the
containment of this dangerous fire and
helped prevent an even greater
disaster.
I would like for each of your men to be
advised of my sincere appreciation and
gratitude.
Sincerely yours,
stokes Oil Company, Inc.
Fred Stokes, Jr., President
Hickman, Ky.
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Thoughts
In Season

20 Years Ago
Three of the choirs at the First Baptist Church - church adult, chapel intermediate, and carol junior - participated in the Regional Church Choir
Festival held last weekend at First
Baptist Church, Benton. W. Rudolph
Howard is minister of music at the Murray church.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dixie
Nix Washer,74.
A new anthem, commissioned by the

Murray and Calloway County received a high rating for milk in special
tests, according to federal officials in
Washington, D. C.
Deaths reported.- include John
William Outland.
The Calloway County Teachers
Association held its second annual
meeting of the year at Hazel High
School on Feb. 20. N. 0. Kniibber from.

the Kentucky Teachers Retirement
System was the speaker.
Dr. Ella W. McKee of Murray will attend the Biennial convention of the
American Association of University
Women to be held April 9 to 14 at Atlantic City, N. J.
The Murray State College basketball
team, champions of the Ohio Valley

Conference tournament, was honored
at a special chapel meeting held at
Murray State.
A fashion show was presented at the
meeting of the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Ms, J. Matt
Sparkman is department chairman.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Pretty Baby"starring Dennis Morgan
and Betsy Drake.
V

40 1 ears Ago
The Kentucky Public Power League
was organized Feb. 24 in Murray by
mayors and city officials of West Kentucky for the purpose of securing the
enactment of legislation in the next session of the Kentucky Legislature
whereby cities of the Commonwealth
may acquire TVA power. Elected as officers were George Hart and L. J. Hortin of Murray and C. P. Malory of
Hickman.
Deaths reported include Miss Mary
Jane Pinki Stubblefield, 71, Charles
Eaker,53, Mrs. Ludie Outland Bushart,
34, Mrs. Pearl Smith, 54, Mrs. Laura C.
Hale, 83, Charlie I.. Stubblefield, 54, H.
N. Edwards, 84, Mrs. Emily Jane
Lamb,and Marshall Lindsey,7.
The Hazel High School Lions beat the
Almo Warriors in the finals of the
Calloway County High School Basketball Team. Named to the all tournament team were Alton, Scruggs, and
Owen of .Hazel, Herndon, Beale, and
Phillips of Almo, Washer and Paschall
of Kirksey, Jones,of Murray High, and
Ed Hendon of New Concord.
The fourth annual production of Campus Lights will be presented tonight at.

Murray State Teachers College.
Enrolled from Calloway County for
the second semester at Murray State
Teachers College are 227 students, according to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar.
Marriages announced this week include Dorothy Nelle Futrell to Scott
McNabb on Feb. 15.
Billy Lipford, Ralph Crouch, and
Wells Lovett of Calloway County are
members of the debate team at Murray
State Teachers College. Prof. A. C.
LaFollette is coach.
The Calloway • County Medical
Woman's Auxiliary was host to the
First District doctors and their wives
on Feb. 20 at the Murray Woman's Club
House. Mrs. E. L. Garrett is president
of the local auxiliary.
A dinner in celebration of the 30th
wedding anniversaries of Mr. and Mrs.
T. W. Crawford and Mr. and Mrs.
Talmadge Crawford was held.
Maxwell House coffee is listed at 23
cents per pound at the U-Tote-Em
Grocery in the ad this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Hudson's Bay" starring Paul Muni.

50 Years Ago
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ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
immionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers
.Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be

ad lac

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Feb. 28, the 19th
day of 1981. There are 306 days left iii
the year.
Today's highlight in history.
On February. a, 1942, the ISI:11141
Java was Invaded by Japan duriin,
World War II. It was the last Allied bastion in the Dutch East Indies.
On this date:
In 1483, the painter Raphael was bon'
in Urbino, Italy.
In 1594, the British Royal Physician.
Roger Lopez, was arrested for alleged
conspiracy to poison Queen Elizabeth.
In 1921, Russia signed treaties with
Afghanistan.
In 1933, a Nazi decree suppressed
civil liberties in Germany.
Ten years ago: It was reported that
the United States, Britain, France and
the Soviet Union were preparing to
push for a resumption of the stalled
Middle East peace talks.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford denounced Cuban Premier Fidel
Castro as an international outlaw for
sending 12,000 troops to Angola.
Last year: Colombian guerrillas
holding about 60 hostages at the
Dominican Republic embassy in
Bogota said they were ready for a
lengthy siege unless the government
met their demands.
Today's birthdays: Former Texas
Gov. John Connally is 64. Chemist Urals
['wiling is 80. Film director Vincente
Minnelli is 68.
Thought for today: A cheerful friend
is like a sunny day, spreading
brightness all around - English
astronomer-mathematician Sir John
1.ubock 11803-1865

Two piece suits, ladies or men, will be
cleaned for 98 cents as listed in the ad
for Big B One Hour Cleaners.

30 Years Ago

Inteiti4tional Day
Of The Seal
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The Murray Tobacco Market was low
during the past week with an average of
$4.11 reported for the week.
Deaths reported include Garvin
Taylor, 14,_ Thomas J. Crass, J. E.
Meeks, Mrs. P. A. E. Futrell. and Mrs.
Ellen Bell Valentine.
Murray State Teachers College has
been reported as a Class A College by
having met every standard of the
American Association of Teachers Colleges.
Calloway 'Country will have 18
delegates at the Kentucky Democratic
convention at Lexington on May 13.
Gatlin Clopton, P. H. Thornton, and
F. C. Holland have Grade A dairies, according to a report from the Calloway
County Health Department.
Ira T. Broach, John W. Hughes,
Dallas Morris, H. C. Darnell, Henry
Davenport, Bernard Rowland, Jeff
Armstrong, R. M. Miller, and Jeff
Rowlett, Jr., are new members of the
Calloway Post of the American I.egion.
The Kirksey Eagles of Kirksey High
School are basketball champions of
Calloway County Tournament. S. E.
Wrather is coach. Players are Howell
Tucker, Sherwood Potts,(7. C. Venable,
Lurwin Cain, Fritz Riley, Hal Smith,
Tim Adams,and Harvey Story.
Named to the all tournament team at
Calloway County Basketball Tournament were Shroat of.Murray Training,
Pogue of Lynn Grove. Smith and Cain

of Kirksey, and Gilbert of Almo.
Members of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club and their
husbands and friends held at George
Washington's supper party on Feb. 20
at the home of Miss Evelyn Linn.
The Hazel High School FFA members
made a trip to Metropolis Lake and
while therelisited 'severla strawberry
patches in McCracken County. Sponsors were Prof. F. G. Melton, Walter
Wilson, and Dick Miller.
Showing at Capitol Theatre is "Up
The River" starring Spencer Tracy and
Humphrey Bogart. The fourth chapter
of the serial, "Indians Are Coming"
and comedy, "Won By A .Neck." will
also be shown.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray. Ky. 42071.

By Ken Wolf
It is important to understand that the
great Russian novelist Fyodor
Dostoyevsky i 1821-1881 I was a deeply
religious man. Only a religious man
could have shown his anger at the
abuses of religious authorities as effectively as did Dostoyevsky in his famous
story of "The Grand Inquisitor" in his
novel The Brothers Karamazov.
In this story Christ returns to earth to
offer men spiritual freedom, only to be
confronted by the Inquisitor, representative of institutional religious repression, who tells Christ that his freedom
only brought men -unrest, confusion
and unhappiness:"
We have corrected your work and
have founded it upon miracle.
mystery and authority. And men
rejoiced that they were again led
like sheep, and that the terrible
gift that had brought them such
suffering freedom was, at last
lifted from their hearts.
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Fort Campbell Burials
When I was compiling cemetery
records in Trigg County, I was surprised at the number of very old burials
which had been affected by the impounding of land for the military reservation
at Fort Campbell. Since so many of the
names are familiar to me and could
possibly provide ledds to individuals
working on family histories, and since
the records are not easily accessible, I
decided today to list the very oldest
burials on the reservations. These are
not just in Trigg County, but also in
Christian County, Kentucky, and Montgomery. and Stewart .County, Tennessee.
If these names ring a bell with any
reader. I may be able to give more
details, as to exact dates of birth and
death, which cemetery they are in, and
where the cemetery is located. Some of
these graves were relocated and some
were not.
Holt Thacker, 1784-1857. Mahala
Thacker, 1784-1860. Samuel Elam, 17521853. Abraham Hester, 1789-1838.
William R. Thweatt, 1793-1865. Jesse
Gilbert, 1787-1851. Mary Gilbert, 17891877. Joseph Shem well, 1783-1838.
Mariam Shemwell, 1788-1858. Col. Edmund Taylor, 1763-1826. Betsey Taylor,
1766-1833. Wiley Smith, 1798-1872. Sarah
Dycus, 1796-1871. Nancy H. Kendrick,
1798-1868. Elizabeth Kendrick, 17771862.
Mason Stamper, 1798-1847. Thomas
H. O'Neal, 1781-1874. Priscilla O'Neal.
1791-1870. Ana Jordan, 1782-1846. Alex
Brodie, 1794-1865. John Caudle, 178018.56. Delilah Caudle, 1788-1851. James
Clardy, 1786-1846. Henrietta Clardy.
1794-1867. Mary Shelby, 1794-1854. Eliza
S. Mallory, 1797-1875. William Mallory.
1791-1874, Lucinda Mallory, 1793-1844
Zilpah Trice, 1794-1860. James Trice,
1787-1852. Lariana H. Mallory. 17721846. Stephen Mallory, 1766-1836.
Thomas Thomas, 1784-1819. Celia
Anderson, 1774-1877. Dr. Kindal Davie,
1798-1831, Armistead Rogers, 1795-1847
Thomas Rives, 1790-1870. Mary B
Rives, 1796-1886. Sarah B. Pool, 17941870. Nicholas M. Edwards, 1797-1854
William Davie, 1791-1866. John Brame,
1781-1819. Little Brame,1783-1866.
John Flemming. 1793-1876. John
Poindexter, 1793-1877. Elizabeth
Poindexter, 1796-1877. D. C. Wooten,
1789-1869 Frances Wooten. 1795-1864.
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D.W. Parrish, 1789-1876. Mrs. L. T. Parris, 1797-1835. Mildred Gilrnor, 17531826. Sarah Hunt, 1776-1817. •
Nicholas M. Gilmer, 1776-1860.
Penelope Clark, 1759-1824. Joshua R.
Killebrew, 1797-1858. Daniel Frazer,
1776-1854. Martha Frazer, 1779-1846.
Sarah Edwards, 1783-1853. Sarah
Johnson, 1768-1857. Charles Johnson,
1779-1850. Rebecca R. Mills, 1797-1860.
James A. Hancock, 1799-1868. Abram
Long, 1796-1867. Elizabeth Ransom,
1799-1868. Len H. Johnson, 1797-1873,
James Kendrick, 1801-1847. Mary W.
Johnson, 1803-1841. Robert Hester, 18051854. Robert Rives, 1803-1885. William
Trahern, 1807-1875. Arthur Bryant,
1809-1892. Edward A. Harris, 1807-1867.
Mitchell Tyler, 1804-1881, James
Brodie, 1803-188.3. Mary Brodie, 18021869.
Jane Walker, 1800-1890, Michael
Hartman, 1806-1878. William Vaughan.
1800-1869, N.S. Sawyer, 1803-1874.
Elizabeth C. Clardy, 1804-1898. William
P. Hopkins, 1801-1875. Sarah Rees, 18091889. Samuel Hester, 1804-1864. John
Scott, 1808-1886.
Tarrus Taylor, 1806-1896. S.T. Sheppard, 1806-1897. Reuben M. Smith, 18021850. Sarah C. Gold, 1800-1843.
Elizabeth Henry, wife of General
Patrick Henry, 1805-1838. Henry C.
Taylor, 1802-1834. Mary A. Wilkins.
1807-1829.
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'Observations

One Psychiatrist Is
Free For The Asking
In today's economic
pressure, one item that ranks
high in economics and sooner
or later hits all of us, is
medical attention. Pnces for
medicine, hospitalization.
physicians, nurses, nursing

centers tend to increase
Many are in need of help
physically and emotionally
too. It is difficult to decide
which of the two is most needed. Just this week I needed
assistance on both because of

a stoiiia I problem, Even
though I have the utmost confidence in my doctor. I ani
frightened in his presecne.
Unless I write my symptoms
on a card before visiting him, I
seem to forget what is ailing
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psychiatrist and He listens He
is God This week we are concerned about iny daughter.
Loctue Fa) Landoll and her
daughter, Lore, who are in
Mayo's for help All that I can
do is pray Each session with
Him ends with me feeling that
all's well that ends well.
Prayers 91 others, too, are
tonics An experience Monday
at a luncheon stands out in my
mind. Knowing my distress
about nit dearests in Mayo's,
the hostesss suggested at the

There is other help available
for free. You may say, "Tell
me quickly, who, where and
how "He is the greatest

MARCH 2, 151
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) en4
r
Friends and advisers are
helpful in business. Despite
some difficulties, you'li make
career progress. Join friends
in the evening.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) 1:40Ci/'
Business trips are favored.
Consult with higher-ups about
time off for travel. The evening brings an unexpected
monetary benefit.
GEMINI
iMay 21 toJune 20)
Get professional advice
about a love difficulty.
Children may be self-willed.
Good news from a distance
lights up your evening.
CANCER
i June 21 to July 22)
Ride with the ups-anddowns in a relationship. You'll
end up closer to each other.
Evening hours may bring a
new work opportunity.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/24:
i112
Revised thinking will bring
a work project to a successful
conclusion. An unexpected invitation makes the evening enjoyable.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Despite worry about costs,
you should have a good time
on a date. Late evening finds
you fascinated about a work
project.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 You may be set in your
ways. Unbend a bit about a
domestic matter. Local evening visits bring unexpected
romance and good times.
SCORPIO
lOct. 23 to Nov. 21 ) 1711
Be willing to meet others
half way. Be less secretive
and you'll find communication
improves. An unexpected gift
could amve.
SAGITTARIUS
, Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A friend's financial proposal
is unreasonable. Shopping
trips bring minor good fortune. An unexpected phone
call brings good news.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Avoid confrontation with a
higher-up. Otherwise, your
personality should favorably
impress others. Be alert for
financial opportunity.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 20 to Feb. 18 I
Work from behind the
scenes for success. Friends
are helpful. Accept an invitation for an impromptu gettogether in the evening.
PISCES
I Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
An active time socially. Be
willing to compromise aout a .
financial matter. The•eening
brings an unexpected career
development.

43(:)

up%

x•a#

YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive, imaginative and
poetic. You may have a
special talent for poetry,
music, art and dancing. At
times shy and fearful, you'll
meet with success when you
challenge life. You are willing
to give service, but mustn't let
others take advantage of you.
You work well in partnership
and do best when you're encouraged. In business, a need
for economic security attracts
you to banking, antiques and
financial interests. Teaching,
interior design and writing
may also appeal to you. Birthdate of: Tom Wolfe, journalist; Kurt Weill, composer;
and Desi Arnaz, actor.
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OPEN DAILY 9-9
OPEN DAI SUNDAY 12-6

have to be pulled ' How long
will it take the fellow asked
Three seconds nu.)be
How much 5wihi it cost''''
-Twenty-five dollars." The
patient expressed his feehngs
about the cost being pretty
high-S'25 for three seconds
The dentist wanted to be accommodating and suggested
that he take 30 minutes instead of three seconds, if it
would make the patient feel
that hi- was getting more for
the triune)

' JSHION OWE'

TUBE SOCKS
Pdirpack
Fashion
Colors

Automatic
Calendar

3.97

Our Reg 997
3 Days Only

6-pr. Pkg. Tube
Socks For Men

Warm-up Jacket

WD-40 Lubricant

White cotton/nylon socks
in popular 18" length Fit
men's sizes 10-13 Save

Misses' T-shirts
Classic U- or V-neck

Helps stop squeaks, protects metal 0-oz' size

,.hog

in

• Alarm Chronograph
- iigit L C C quartz watch
•

:c"'

Fun 'N Easy Wallpaper
uiflyi
re-pasted
Dated cieelabie

Cafeteria Special
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2.74

Fish 'Fillette' Platter
Tasty tried Cod fillettes
with tartar sauce French
'ries. crisp cole slaw. roll
Taste
anti-- butter
tempting

40-oz. Scope'
Mouthwash gargle
*Fl. oz.

88cOur

Reg 1 4.:
Pack Of 15 White Plastic
Plates
plates
Compartmented
in large. 10" dinner
Grease won't spak blur.

Photofinishing

SPECIAL
Process Slide, Movie Film

$8

K PM 000
0cal. onct Kodak color' trig^
P7OCe55,
20-exposure SlirV Film '
8-mm Movie Film
36-exposure Slide Film

20"3-HP RotaryPlower
14-gauge steel deck, side discharge. recoilstart, engine. 7" wheels. 3. loop handle. throttle control on handle Green Save at K mart

1.17
1.17
2.16

Women's Thongs
Casua, thongs have rlylon and suede-look upper with multi-Colored bottom Great savings'
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No Trade-in Required
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• 78 Series Tread Design
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of hie Ilarn leder L lime by
5:30 p m Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
M call 153-1116 between 5.311.6...
sal 6p.., Nods, Moroi frith,. Of
130 pis rid I ps Sitadati
A circulation deportment em•
ployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed byb pa. weekdays or
I sa. Saturdays to guarantee
dehive'y.
The regular business office
boors of rin Nam lodger I Ilseqre I a. h 5 vit. Monday
*ciligh Friday and I... Is seekSaturdays

parting, Let's join hands and
ask God to be guardian over
Lucille and her girls in this
stressful time We remember
that the Bible says that where
two or three are gathered
together in His name, He will
be w th u_s 'The other three of
us listened prayerfully while
she prayed aloud
There is usually a humorous
side to the financial angle of
easing pain A man suffering
from an aching tooth, was advised that the offender would

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY

,MCM
APINC.

a.

s

when I visit his office
But back to the cost of
medicine My prescription fur
the treatment/the newest
medication for stomach disorders. cust me $30.00 I paid
it, and it works. I can't fuss
about tht- price when it dues
the job And now grateful for
having a doctor who cares!
111e,

By Lochl• Hart

AIINairs41:= Irmier

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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IAKEIAND OUTDOORS

Enloy Life With A Boat!
What is a boat?
It's a passport to adventure
and fun
What is boating?
Ask a dozen people and you
will probably get twelve different answers.
"It's cruising, exploring,
adventures."
"Watersluing, family picnics, a chance for all of us to
enjoy ourselves together.
'•Fishing. And there's
nothing better than sneaking
away to my favorite fishing
,pot to throw in a Line and just
ie..ii back to enjoy the
• •.eshness of the outdoors."
-Boating is fantastic! Our
:amity loves it."
"It's a chance to get away
from it all.
"Fresh air and good
fellowship."
'Sunshine, blue skies,
freedom,
The responses may be different, but they all say the
same thing : There's nothing
to - match the enjoyment,
relaxation, and excitement of
boating.
Boating can get into your
blood and open new horizons
to the imagination. Unlike
many other recreational activities, boating provides a
completely unique, satisfying
lifestyle — not just periodic
diversion.
A boat can put you on the
water miles away from cities
and highways, where you can
breath clean air and bask in
the sunshine. It's the perfect
getaway for families and individuals.
A boat offers freedom,
solitude, and escape from the
sights and sounds of today's
hectic living.
There are no telephones,
screaming traffic horns, blar-

ing stereos, or city congestion.
On your boat, there's nothing
but you, the family, the enchantment of life seen from a
refreshingly
different
perspective, and the everluring thrill of adventure.
On the water, a person can
feel the dynamics of wind,
water, and weather; and experience the relationship
between you and the undiluted
charisma of nature. You can
find an exhilarating harmony
and panorama of beauty like
none you have ever seen
before.
A vacation on a boat — be it
a day, a weekend, or a full
vacation — is an invigorating
reprieve from daily schedules.
tensions, and frustrations.
There's something magical
about being on the water that
induces a lasting rapture and
fulfillment.
Once this magical spell of
boating has been cast, you're
hooked. You might take different routes to favorite
hideaways; enjoy exploring
the varieties of rivers, lakes
and channnels; and collect
new experiences, but yOu will
always arrive at the same irrefutable conclusion: Boating
Is a lifestyle that's fun and
more affordable than what
you once thought.
The costs of boats range
from the economical to the
highly luxurious; there's a
boat to fit every purpose,
family, individual, and
budget. In most cases, the cost
of a popular, average-sized
powerboat runs little more
than the cost of a new, midsize automobile. What's eVen
better is. unlike your car, the
value of a boat depreciates
much less and can even appreciate in value. During the

last four years 11976-1980 ),
boats have generally appreciated 12-16 percent a year,
making boat ownership a
noteworthy hedge against inflation, similar to home
ownership. i Source: BUC International Corporation, Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida, a marine
market research firm that
publishes new and used boat
prices guides. )
In fact, most current boat
owners started their boating
lifestyle with small,
econorlical boats; and, as
the, amities grew or their
per sonal enjoyment of boating
flourished, these owners were
able to trade up to larger,
more accommodating boats
without having to sacrifice
other personal needs or
desires.
What about operational expenses?
Some people, who don't own
a boat, may think the cost of
fuel exceedes their means for
deriving the full advantages
and fun of boating. But that
isn't necessarily ture. In a
given day, the typical boating
family might use their boat for
many hours, but actually
operate their boat for only a
fraction of that time. Few
boaters run their boats in the
same fashion they use their
cars. Often, boat outings entail low overall running time
and inexpensive fuel usage.

M e rt:nuser, a manufacturer of marine propulsion
systems and a division of Mercury Marine, recently followed the activities of an average
boating family of four, and
documented running time and
fuel usage for a one-day
outing. For nine hours, the
family enjoyed cruising, picnicking, waterskiing, fishing,
and beachcombing. When they
returned to dock, they had logged four hours of running time
and used only 15.6 gallons of
fuel for a full day of fun and
adventure — less than what
_some families might use in a
day to drive to the country,
forest, beach, or mountains
and back. The thrill and
adventure of boating costs less
than what you might think.
To learn more about
boating, talk with local boat
dealers. They can tell you more about the great value
and enjoyment owning a boat
offers. It's a truly affordable
alternative for outdoor recreation.
And for more information on
boating, boat-buying tips, and
how to economically get the
most fun from owning a boat,
write BOATING FACTS, MerCruiser, 1939 Pioneer Road,
Fond du Lac, WI 54935. Include 30e r U.S.)for postage.
Find out why. boaters say
"There's no better way to enjoy life than with a boat

Each year I journey down to
the Great Lakes of the South
Outdoor Show in Nashville,
and the show is like a trip
ttu-ough a Christmas catalog.
All the tackle and boat companies present their new offerings, and the show's timing
coincides with the advent of•
the new fishing season. The
show serves mostly to
heighten frustration over cold
months spent indoors.
Normally I report back
from the show with a listing of
the new items I found most impressive or practical. But this
year let's try a different slant
Rather than list the new
fishing hardware, let me offer
four ideas that could multipl
your fishing pleasure. There'
nothing revolutionary here,
and I'm sure many readers
•
have already put these ideas
Ti,. deamitstratiom tank at the Great Lakes of the South Outdoor Show is always a
to good use. But if you haven't,
popular place for trying eat new tackle. At right, Terry Madowell, representing the Fossyou've got some fun in store.
wick Company, demonstrates "flipping" for as Interested show gacr.
LEARN TO FISH WITH A
F'I.YROD. The flyrod makes
Photo y Wad.Irmese
an artist out of an angler. The
He demonstrated how the
skill with the rod and line is a new rods. I struck up a converRoberts said we're losing
pleasure to master and to sation with Hal Moore. who anglers because fishermen jig works in a tank filled with
their water and brush. The jig
teaching
watch, and special awards are reps for the Fenwick Com- aren't
reserved for those who learn pany, and he caught me up on youngsters their skills. So do a (similar to a small Texas
the flipping technique.
the technique.
favor for all three: yourself, worm rig) bounced through
If you're not familiar with your kids and the fishing the brush without hanging.
I always thought that fishing
with a flyrod was an activity the term,flipping is an altered resource. Take your kids or But Charlie swears it'll snag a
reserved for dryfly purists in method of jigging for bass. somebody new to the sport out hungry crappie every time.
He says research has shown
the hallowed streams of the You use a 7'2 foot rod, bait- to the lake to fish.
Northeast. I assumed flyrod- casting reel and strong line to
LEARN TO FISH FOR that the jigs are much less exding was difficult and that it probe heavy cover for fish CRAPPIE WITH JIGS. This pensive than minnows I jigs
was meant primarily for which are hanging tight. Flip- one really intrigued me. I ran are reusable), and that they
Any Alsepin's
trout. I was wrong on both ping was refined in California into Charlie Brewer, presi- can get down in the brush
counts! Flyrodding is easy to and spread eastward through dent of the Crazy Head Lure .vhere the fish lay. The jigs
learn with a minimum or pro- the tournament bass circuit. Company down in Tennessee. should be in local tackle stores
per instruction you can get it I've talked to bass pros who Charlie is the one who came by spring.
from a book. And we have say Kentucky and Barkley
up with the Slider and the "doAnybody who knows a good
some terrific flyrodding Lakes are a flipper's paradise, nothing" technique for
potential in western Kentucky especially when the fish move fishing. Now he's got a new outdoor subject or personality
in terms of bass, bluegill and into the buck bushes. Many a
weedless crappie jig that looks suitable for a "Lakeland Outspring tournament here has something like a Slider, and doors" column should contact
even white bass.
We have been having some and caught 19 real nice crapBugging for bass can offer been won via this method.
according to Charlie, it's a Wade Bourne, Rt. 2, Box 221,
great weather this spring and pie, some of which, weighed
Flipping's strong suit is that
Gilbertsville, KY 42044.
tremendous thrills. When the
killer.
many weal fishermen are tak- 1'2 to 2 pounds. Being the nice
largemouths are hitting on is chalks up bass when fishing
ing advantage of it.
person that he is, Willie in- top, there's no better action conditions are less than idea.
Most folks like, to start the vited Jerry Shelton over for a
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
If the bass get lockjaw, say
year by fishing for crappie fresh crappie dinner right than an eight-foot flyrod with after a cold front passes, flippa mad bass on the business
and the reports indicate a very away. Rubbing it in a little you
ing allows you to drop your
good year. Everyone is cat- say, not Willie, he was a end. And you'd be surprised worm or jig right on the fish's
how easily a flyrod handles a
ching at least enough to makg ..perfect.exionple of a military.
.big-.bass. You've got-a lot of . head. Strikes are probably
the trip worthwhile.
officer. He fed Shelton, told tension in that big bow, and reflexive.
As usual, the majority fishes him in detail, everything
I plan on doing a two-part
the fish wears down quickly.
in Blood River and Cypress about his trip and catching all
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
The flyrod is also ideal in series on flipping later in the
two
well
known
all
Creek,
those nice fish, except where!
this territory when the willow spring, and regular readers
around bays, that offer
Willie then went again flies hatch. Starting in late will see it by mid-April. I'll be $
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
.
0
unlimited drop-off habitat.
Thursday by himself and
May, the bugs surface on covering the method, equip- $ Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLast reports were much the caught 44 just as nice. Mr.
warm, still nights, and the ment and use of flipping as it
same as the week before. The Shelton, I have some earmuffs
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
sunfish go crazy. Whipping applies to our lakes, streams,
crappie are still 12 to 18 feet if you would like to borrow
popping buss into hatch areas coal pits, etc.
deep and moving around them!
5021 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
TEACH A YOUNGSTER TO / RI. 1 Hardin
is guaranteed to provide plen,stumps
and
sunken
Gary Crass has a new rig for ty action, and you just might FISH. Or your wife, or
brushpiles.
this year and we expect some catch a bass, white bass or girlfriend, or husband.. Chuck
'Shiner minnows are about big fish stories soon. He also
Roberts of the Zebco Company
catfish.
the only thing available in the has his 14 foot john boat,
It's been a while since I was said that the number of
live bait line, but you should equipped with a 40 hp mariner
in the market to buy a flyrod, fishermen in the U.S. is droppcast a light jig every now and for sale if any of you want a
and I was surprised to learn ing. Of course this has serious
then to check them out. If you real good buy.
how cheaply a fisherman can implications for the fishing
locate a good school that is
Keep up the good fishing get into the sport. I talked to tackle industry, butrit also has
hungry, you can take more folks, you know we happen to
Ken Tobin of the Cortland Line serious implications for the
faster on these jigs than you be in the best crappie fishing
Company,
and he said his firm rest of us fishermen. As the
can minnows.
area in the world,don't you?
sells a flyrod, reel and line for number shrinks, so does the
The electric heat pump is the most efficient heating The shiners of Martha &
HAPPY FISHING!
829. Other companies make amount of revenue generated
Fred Gardners, Murray Bait
by license sales and taxes on
device you can buy today. It actually draws energy out
similar offers.
Co. and Kenlake Marina, just
So that's idea number one. I fishing equipment. These are
of the air.
happen to be the perfect size
think new flyfishermen will the dollars needed to maintain
Do not ask for whom the bell agree it's a good one.
For home heating in the TVA area, the heat pump MinnOW to use. They are super
our fisheries, to guard against
nice people to deal with also.
tolls - or you'll have to pay
LEARN TO FLIP FOR pollution, to develop new
produces about two units of heat for every unit of energy
Willie and Wayne Jackson person-to-person rates.
programs and
BASS. I was in the Fenwick fishing
I, uses. So it can cut your electric heating bill in half.
fished together last Saturday
booth looking at some of their resources.
And it's a machine for all seasons. In, summer it re(
-1
verses its operation to keep you cool like a central air
until spring to got your boat
conditioning system.
and nutter in shape? Contact Bob Strode, former
See us for more information on the heat pump —
tarok* manager of Mack d Mack, your authorized
the energy-making machine.
Mercury d DierCruiser Service Dealer.
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Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779
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Murray Electric
System
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
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Aurora Marine
Service Inc.
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Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6
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Darnell Marine Sales
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Route 3 Box 80
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Thursday, Feb. 26, Barkley
Lake upper stage 354 20. lower
Water
318.79.
stage
temperatures: surface 44
degrees; 10 feet 45 degrees; 25
feet 46 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 354.26.
Friday, Feb. 27, Barkley
Lake upper stage 354.27, lower
Water
319.27.
stage
temperatures: surface 44
degrees; 10 feet 35 degrees; 25
feet 46 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 354.38.
Last week several good strings of crappie were taken on
both Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes,coming from eight to 25
feet of water. Most of the fish
were taken before the rain
Saturday night which made
the water murkey to muddy,
and has slowed the fishing a
great deal.
This week there has not
been many reports and the
few fishermen who have gone
have brought in smaller strings. If the weather continues
to improve and the water
temperatures continue to
climb the crappie should move
onto the ridges into a bit
shallower water.
If anyone has a report of fish
being caught let me know or if
you want to know what little
information I have call and I'll
try to help, Mary ( Mrs. Hal
Barrow. 753-5322.

Tracks

Tracks. A word of many
meanings. Trains sometimes
run on them. Bulldozers roll
on them. Most things that
move leave them. And in doing so mark the way of their
passage. Leaving behind a
sign for others to see - and to
remember. Let this be the day
we talk about tracks.
I don't suppose many boys
ever grew up around a farm
that did not pause at times in
fresh worked dirt to examine
tracks left by some tractor or
other implement. It is a
natural thing to do - an inner
response to seek and solve
some mystery. The tracks tell
a tale, and for the careful
reader they can explain much.
The larger the track usually
means the larger the machine.
The deeper the track the
heavier the machine, or
possibly the softer the ground.
Careful search can discover
the way the vehicle was going.
Simple if it was a tractor with
the big V shaped directional
cleats. More difficult if it was
a truck with snow tires.
Tracks can tell a fellow who
cares to look a whole lot about
what has happened.
Four wheel drives by nature
First District
of their high ground clearance.
To Meet At
and tremendous traction can
Camp Currie
get into some pretty rugged
The First District Federa- places. They can leave some
tion of the League of Kentucky mighty impressive tracks.
Sportsmen will hold a dinner Sometimes well over a foot
meeting at Camp Currie Mon- deep and oftentimes on places
that look to be impossible to
day, March 3 at 7 p.m,
All members are rirged to travel in a motorized vehicle.
attend and participate. This Tracks can tell a whole lot
meeting is very important about what sort of vehicle
because it will also be election made them.
One of the very important
night.

oppy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McClURf
GRAYSON Mcalllif
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles )o,,, rtoht on 280
Follow 280 for 7 m•Ics post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop •nto Ponorconofond follow blacktop to your r•ght

Telephone,502436-5483

things to remember about
tracks however is this. Cars
and trucks make tracks, but
they have help. On hardsurfaced roads they leave little
evidence of their passage.
with the exception of the
curious few who take a certain
pleasure in "burning rubber."
Guilty. Typical sign of youth
who had not had to work a few
weeks to replace a set of tires
that was so destroyed. When
you advance to the age of paying the bills the temptation to
leave tracks on hardsurfaced
roads is greatly decreased
with. one possible exception.
That exception is making your
body and brain take leave of
its senses by drugs or drink.
Tracks ate easier to make
when you get off the road. In
mud. Sand. Fresh dirt. Wet
sod. Thawed ground.
Hillsides. Anybody can do it so
its no big thing. Just
sometimes fun. Tracks off the
road tell a very interesting
story about a four wheel drive
many times, and some very.
pleasant hours have been
spent over the past years studying them out on occasion.
Yet tracks tell more than
just a story about four wheel
drive. They also tell the tale of
the four wheel drive driver.
Yes. The four wheeler. And
herein lies the most interesting story of all. Give
some of us thirty minutes on
the backtrail of some fourwheeler and we can tell you a
good •deal more than you
might imagine about just what
type of person is driving that
fountheel driver rig up there
somewnere ahead. Maybe
there is an art to this or maybe
its some sort of developed skill
-I'm not sure. I do know this.
The key to doing this is not
really the tracks themselves.
It is where the tracks are!' ---A four wheel drive can
climb a mountain - and it can
also wade thru a muddy
flower garden. Yet it does
neither of these things of its
own ability. It does so thru the
direction and operation of a
driver. A four wheeler. A hammer can be used to drive a
nail. But it does not drive the
nail by itself. It must be used.
Improperly used it may even
bend the nail.
We have known, over the
years, thousands of different
four wheelers. One thing they
all had in common was a
brain. It saddens us.tri tell you
that in a few cases they were
apparently unaware of it. In
some instances they were apparently guhty of consuming

NOW LEASING..

something that prevented the
brain from functioning normally. It shows up in their
tracks. That is not excusable
in our opinion, but it is within
the realm of understanding.
The thing we cannot
understand is that real oddball. The maker of the set of
tracks fully aware of what he
or she its doing with no brain
altering additives to blame for
an act of insanity. And that
word we do not choose lightly.
Those are the tracks that go
outside the bounds of society.
They reach well beyond any
even remotely accepted permissiveness of the four wheeling fraternity. It would seem
that a person not content to
live within the structure of a
known society would be better
off and happier if removed
from it.
The sad and certain truth of
this age is that the society of
today policies itself far more

readily upon an entire segment than It does one erring
individual. We are judged collectively by the tracks that are
seen. The tracks that society
sees rune times out of ten are
the ones out of place.
The state of the art in four
wheeling is measured by the
simple words - "drive on the
land . . . not in it." We all
would do well to remember
that. We are writing our story
every day by our tracks. And .
to tell it like it is - we have got
a rotten apple or two in this
barrel that better be located!
The future of four wheeling
may well hang in the balance.
I have seen some tracks off
the permitted trail, and call it
shameful publicly on the
behalf of the great fine fraternity of fourwheelers who
thoroughly
detest such
behavior.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING
and let's all watch our tracks.
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Six Days A Week We Give You News, Sports, Local Scene,
Opinion Page, Advertisements, Want Ads, Comics and more.
In addition to this,various aspects of community living are
featured on different days throughout the week.

Monday

Wednesday
• Tuesd.ay

4witri

Offering

*Prime Office Space Built To Your Specs.
*Space Available 30-45 Days After Leasing
*4,000 Sq. Ft. of Space Available
*Free Janitorial Service, Paid Utilities
'Elevator Service L Sprinkler Systems
'Plenty Of Parking Available
*Conveniently Located Near Banks & Court House

Call For More information
753-4682,753-5870,753-8302,753-9621

•E••• •
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Coupons

Building
Scene

farm forecast and Review.
telling our farmers the latest in
agriculture news every Monday Farm forecast and Review
places emphasis on the local
agriculture scene, featuring
people, plates and things in
Calloway County as well as insight on state and national
levels. Farm forecast and
Review every Monday.

Friday
t4 4,441

Tuesday's ledger and Times is
highlighted by the Building
Scene. The Building Scene is an
'nformative section that gives
ow -to hints, construction
costs, the latest inovations and
even floor plans. The Building
Scene is also highlighted with
adsertising
retail
local
messages that can save you
money on your construction
projects. Catch the Building
Scene every Tuesday in the
Murray Ledger & Times

dill."

WALNUT PLAZA

Fred Sardnar, loft, and Sant Rodgers, froth of Murray, tried their hack on Kentucky lake
Thursday Feb 26 The results was 83 nic• crappie which Fred sold Sam caught the most
of
Mute Courtesy of eller.” Ball C.

WE'VE GOT THE NEWS!
AND MUCH MUCH MORE...
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Wednesday is the housewis es
edition of the Murray ledger &
Times. Along with all of the
local news sports and regular
features. there are bargains
galore from all the local
groceries in Murray. Be a smart
COO,UTel and don't miss the
bargains waiting for you an
Vs ednesdas s ledger h Times.

,

Saturday
Murray
News
Briefs

Church
Page

Fins &
Feathers
77p1,74%._

ndas teatures the Ledger &
Times T.S. Week and Church
Page Using f ridas s Ledger &
Times you can keep up with
your favonte television shows,
check for weekly church information. All this and more is,
SOW'S in Friday'4 Ledger &

.
4;04
.444.

Thursday

Thursdas is also tor bargain hunters, In addition to the
everyday emphasis on local
, news, the good and the bad
the happy and sad. mans focal
folks announce upcoming
garage and yard sales in the
classified section of Thur.:clay
edition. After keeping up with
what's going on around sou
turn to the classified section
where the home-hunter will
also find what's available on
the local house scene

Saturday's Ledger & Times is
set off by Murray %etas Briefs
and Fins and Feathers. Murray
News Briefs deals with
Murray's business community
keening up with promotions
awards, and newcomers to
Murrays' business scene
Fins and Feathers is the outdoor fans page keeping in
stride with this area outdoor
happenings nom new con•
sersation legislation to how
many fish old foe caught last
fridas is all there for the local
outdoor fans. Saturdays in
The Murray ledger & Times

We Give You News. We Give You
We Give You More!
Fads.
the

Murray Ledger & Times
Subscribe Today
Contact T.P. Delaney Jr. Circulation Mgr., 753-1916
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Crittenden, Alexander Hit Key Fourth Quarter Baskets

Murray Pulls Away From Fulton Co.
By DAVID BIBB TI-D,
Sports Editor
HICKMAN, Ky .
Although
Fulton County made a serious
bid last night to derail Murray 's preparation for the
district tournament next
week, the Tigers hit the afterburners to pull away in the se(sand arid fourth quarters for a
73-60 win.
Only a little over two
minutes into the game and
late in the second quarter.
Murray was on the verge of
making the game their second
rout in two nights.
After Murray guard Gary
Sims fired a pass to forward
Jimmy West and found him
again half a minute later,
Murray was in command with
a 7-0 lead.
But Fulton County crept

FORWARD RONNIE PACE (21) came off the bench to
help Murray with a basket late in the first half,

back when guard Rick
Childers started hitting from
around 15 feet and the lead
was cut back to 9-8.
Murray's attack did not subside, however, as Sims and

forward Howie Crittenden
worked inside Fulton's rugged
front line.
In the second quarter, Crittenden picked up the Murray
offense even more as his three
straight points built the lead to
29-19.
Once forward Stuart Alexander made the score 31-21
with his two free throws a couple of minutes after having
taken a long pass from guard
David McMillen to'make it 2618, the Tigers' bench was
given its chance to hold off
Fulton County.
After the lead had grown to
its largest at 37-24 until the
final score when forward Al
Wells took a pass from guard
Todd Bradshaw and scored inside. Fulton started its
gradual comeback by cutting
the score to 39-32 at halftime.
Murray's starting unit
returned in the second half
and was holding the lead
steady at 45-38 when the
momentum turned around
completely.

A charging foul nullified a
basket by Murray center
Robin Roberts and gave
Fulton new life.
When Childers bombed in
back-to-back jumpers, Fulton
suddenly had a 51-49 edge at
the end of the third quarter.
Another 15-footer by Darrell
Holder pushed it to 53-49, and
the game was on the verge of
slipping away from Murray.
But led by the experience of
seniors Crittenden, Sims and
Bradshaw, Fulton's move was
stunted.
Alexander grabbed one of
his four offensive rebounds
and laid the ball back in the
basket to cut it to 53-51, and
when Cnttenden nailed a 15footer, Murray had regained
the lead at 55-54.
Fulton County recaptured it
once at 58-57 but Murray's patience began to take over on
its spread offense in the final
minutes.
The clinchers for Murray
came on passes by Crittenden
and Sims, the second across

Nute Says Missed Free Throws Made Difference

Lakers Sluggish In 52-46 Loss
By MIKE KLIS
Sports Writer
CLINTON. Ky. - Calloway
County closed its regular
season on a disappointing note
last night, losing a tough 52-46
decision to Rickman County
as the Lakers looked sluggish
in their final preparation
before next week's District
tournament.

•

Hickman County used the
charity stripe and an excellent
performance by senior James
Crisp to pull away from
Calloway in the second half.
The Falcons went to the line 32
times and converted 20.
Calloway canned 14 of 19 free
throws.
The number one factor in
the ballgame was the free
throw department," grumbled
Laker coach Chic Note. The
free throws we missed were
front ends of the bonus, which
means we actuallymissed TO
points."

After a see-saw first which
left the intermission score
deadlocked at 21, Hickman's
Crisp started going to work
against the Laker defense.
The six-foot guard hit three
outside jumpers and
penetrated a wide open lane
for a layup with seconds remaining in the third quarter.
Crisp led all scorers with 19
points.
Despite some fine outside
shooting by Laker guard Dan
Key, Calloway' could not get
over the hump as they lost
their 14th game against 10
wins. Key did not score until
one minute was left in the first
half. The 6-2 junior guard ended up with 18 points, all from
about 20 feet.
After an impressive first
quarter, which
found
Calloway ahead 15-13, the
Takers went ice cold in the second quarter. If not for Key's
two last inInUte jumpers,
Callow ay._ would have only

showed a pair of Jeff Garrison
free throws in its scoring
Calloway hit only two of
eight field goals in the second
quarter and was fortunate to
go into the halftime lockerroom with a tie.
Calloway's' lack of aggressiveness on the offensive
boards finally caught up in the
second half. The fakers could
get only one shot at the basket
each time down the floor.
Calloway was outrebounded
by the Falcons, 30-24. Keith
Lovett led the Laker rebounding with a total of eight.
"You can't win games getting only one shot at the
basket,- a frustrated Nute
said. We had no offensive rebooms and we didn't shoot for
a particularly good percentage."
Calloway inot. 43 percent
from the floor while Hickman
was good on 46 percent of its
.
shots.
Their were a couple of ques-

Haskins Hopes Recurring
Nightmare Is Forgotten
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Western Kentucky coach
Clem Haskins has a recurring
rughtmare in - which Tony
Wilson slam dunks the first
two points against Louisville,
is called for charging and has
the goal disallowed.
It happened last year and
Haskins doesn't want an in-Sfa at repTaYSaTurriaii-evening
when the basketball teams
meet in Freedom Hall.
After Wilson's bucket was
rejected. it took the Hilltoppars almost five minutes to
regain their composure. The
Cardinals, meantime, had run
up a 14-0 lead and went on to
win 96-74.
At that time, Haskins was
an assistant at Western. He
will be calling the plays Saturday and, win or lose, it should
be memorable frir him.

tionable calls in the second
half that went against
Calloway's Garrison. With the
game still in doubt, Garrison
took position on two different
occasions to draw the charge
against Hickman players.
Both times the official looked
unfavorably toward the Laker
forward.
"Those were two terrible
calls," fumed Nute. "There's
no way Garrison was moving
before contact was made. I
haven't had a technical all
year, but I tried to get one this
time. He
the official)
wouldn't give it to me. Those
calls wouldn't have mattered;
though, if we would have hit
our free throws.
We didn't play that well,
but we didn't play that bad,"
Note reasoned. "This game
will not hurt us for next week's
District tournament."
Calloway will take on Murray ThurSday night at Marshall County in the first round
of District action.
"Murray's a good ball club,
maybe the best in our region,"
commented Note. "We'll have
to protect the ball from the
reaching that they do, and
we'll have to do a much better
job on the boards than we did
tonight. We'll have to play

Al McGuire. an NBC analyst
"Those first five minutes
and former Marquette coach, did us in, and I think it might
will be here to interview
be the most important part of
Haskins, who is being named
this year's game, too. If we
the television network's rookie
can keep things from getting
Coach of the Year.
out of hand early, I think we
"It's a super honor for me, have a good chance of beating
for our kids and for our univer- them."
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP)
sity," said Haskins. ''The
Western is going in with a Six weeks ago, ISU toyed with
chemistry has been there with
19-6 record, including 11 vic- KentlicIVS basketball
team
This team. I've been able to
tories in its-last 12 outings.
before settling for a 1k-point
relate to my players and get
Western completed its OVC victory at home.
the most out of their potential, schedule with a 12-2 mark,
Will they be as effective
and that's what coaching is all
earning the host spot in next Sunday afternoon in
Rupp
about."
week's league tournament.
Arena, playing before a naThe first black head basketLouisville shook off its early tional television audience?
ball coach in the Ohio Valley
jitters, which left them with a Tigers coach Dale Brown
Conference, Haskins also is
2-7 worksheet, and reeled off thinks so.
the first head coach in league
16 wins in 17 starts, picking up
"We've become an excephistory to win undisputed
the Metro Conference crown tional defensive team. Our
possession of the OVC crown
along the way.
•
zone press at times is
in his inaugural season.
After being ranked among awesome," he said. "We are
"I've been thinking about
the top five collegiate teams definitely a different style
last year's game quite a bit
as the season opened, the Car- team: smaller, quicker and
lately." Haskins admitted
dinals dropped out of the more mobile."
ratings but now are 20th.
I_SU has won 27 of 28 games,
-We may be playing as well dispatched 17 consecutive
as we did last year when we Southeastern Conference optook the NCAA title," says ponents and climbed to second
Crum, who has logged a in the latest Associated Press
record of 237-63 during his 10- poll.
year tenure at Louisville.
Kentucky has lost six of its
1980 Mercury Zepher 4 dr., 6 cyl engine, air conditioning,
'The guys are playing with last eight meetings against
power steering, power brakes, one • fist radio, full use
such intensity, you know the teams coached by Brown, but
spare
Factory Price
desire is there to prove to all of the Wildcats are unbeaten at
$7224.00
Our Price
the early season skeptics that home. And they'd like nothing
$6500.00
Less factory Rebate
we do indeed have a good ball better than a victory, which
5600,00
club."
four Cost
would keep ISU from becomS5900 00
Jerry Eaves, a 6-4 guard, ing the first team' to finish
1980 Monarch 2 Dr. same equipment your cost after rebate
and Derek Smith, a 6-7 for- unbeaten in the SEC in 25
ward, are averaging close to years.
$5600.00.
15 points and Rodney McCray
A random poll of six SEC
is averaging 10.
1980 Capri 4 speed, our conditioning, power steering, power
players found them split on
Western has Wilson, who the outcome of Sunday's
brakes, 2 tone point, am trio 8 track tope.
has been hitting just under 15 game.
Your Cost After Rebate . .
S5600 00
points, as has Craig McCorFor example, Jeff Malone.
Buy Now
Best Deal Ever
mick.
Mississippi State's guard,said
Haskins said Louisville is he thinks this is ISU's year.
one of the top three or four "They've won all the close
teams in the country now. I've games. Things are breaking
gotito convince any players their way. Maybe it's fate.
tharthey the Cardinals) put They beat Georgia on a last se753 4967
their shoes on, one at a time, cond prayer shot and they won
515 S. 12M Murray
just like anybody else."
at Tennessee by one point."
•

Cash Back
Specials

Hatcher
Auto Sales

well against theni, but we'll be
ready to play."
Calloway. Co.
15 6 12 13- 46
Batman Co
13 8 17 14 - 52
Calloway County 1461 - Dan Key 7 4-4
18; Brad Miller 10-1 4: Marty McCuiston
2 2-2 6; Keith loyett 32-6 8; Jeff Garnson
2 4-4 8: Craig Darnell 0 2-2 2. Totals 16 14'946
Hallman County (521 -Turn Dixon 1 345; Ted Walker 33.39. Ducky Cooley 2 45 8; Nate Beard 1 3-05; James Crusp 7 5-6
19; Richard Daly 02-2 2: Dennis Scott 2
0-14 Totals 16 20-32 52.

the baseline, to the open Alexander, who turned them into
five straight points and a 66-60
'ead.
"Fulton County played very
well," Murray coach Cary
Miller said about the team
that had been blown out at
Murray, 90-53. "They put the
ball in the basket.
"We hit a cold spell and
could not seem to get a basket.
That made it into a real game.
"Our patience showed the
leadership that we have been
looking for in close games
from our seniors.
"Alexander was open on the
backdoor when they were
trapping us. Our kids did a
good job finding him.
-Sims has been better every
game with his assists. He and
Bradshaw who led Murray
with seven assists, have been
doing more passing."
It was more than Murray's
passing game that had Miller
beaming.
"Jimmy West had a whale
of a game," Miller said about
his sophomore forward who
scored a season-high 20 points
and grabbed nine rebounds.
"It was a night when not all
five of our players had a great
night.
"Howie has been starting to
play like we want. He has really shown a lot of improvement
( hitting seven of 11 from the
field and scoring 20 points
after sinking 12 of 16 the night
before),"
m
Miller acknowledged that
his team had had to make up
for getting into early foul trouble, forcing its starters to the
bench early.
"We lost some momentum
when they had to sit and watch," he said. "We are going to
have to have more than five
players who can come in and
play during the tournament.
We are glad to have the luxury
of having that."
Murrio
-

The Calloway County junior
varsity lost a 41-37 barnburner
to Hickman County last night.
The Lakers trailed by two, but
had the ball with ten seconds
left in the game. But Bryan
Tebbitts 15-looter bounced off
the rim and landed -in -the
Fudlon Co.
. .
. 16 16 19 9 -60
hands of a Hickman player.
Murray 4731 - Gary Suns 3 1-2; Todd
Bradshaw
2
3-1
7.
HO.,.,
Crittenden 6-9
Tebbitts had hit two field
20; Robin Roberts00-00; JinunY Went 9
goals to bring the Lakers 2-5
20; Stuart Alexander 6 3-3 15: David
within striking distance, McMillen 0 0-1 0; Ronnie Pace 1 0-0 2: Al
before his final shot. Jeff But- Wells 1 0-0 2. Tota629 15-24 73.
terworth led Calloway with 15 7-134
25=
points. Darnell .Tharpe con- °, Marynn Tucker 1 1-2 3; Bernard
McIntee6 0.3 12. Ho* Childers8 2-2 It
tributed 10 to the Laker atlaCkr-Tebbettfled the rebounding category with seven.

67,:,:omrrnaegoildeg
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TAKING OVER INSIDE - Murray forward Jimmy West
(41) scored a season and team-high 20 and grabbed nine
rebounds to lead Murray to its 73.60 win at Fulton CowlMad Photos By David Hibbitts

HiS

Favored MTSU Close Behind

Calloway Co
8 8 11 10 - 37
Hickman Co... .
10 910 i2-li
Calloway County 1371 - Jeff Butterworth 63-4 15. Darnell Tharp& 4 2-4 10;
Barry Albritten 0 2-2 2. Donny Hargrove
0 2-2 2. Rob Anderson 10.02. Bryan Tel,belts 3 5-66. Totals 14 9-12 37.
Hickman County ill - Henry Vinson
2 0-0 4: Bill Prince 3 3-5 9; Dennis Scott 7
2-2 16; Jeff Stewart 1 1-4 3; Shane Biule 2
.1•7 7; Richard I hdf, 1 0-02 Totals 160.18
41

Brown Says LSU
Will Be Effective
Alabama's Eddie Phillips
said he thinks the Wildcats
--have closed the gap-on ESU.
"ISU probably peaked earlier
in the season. It seems like
they were a great team before
they played Kentucky, and
they've just leveled off since
then." Phillips said Dirk Minniefield and Sam Bowie can
pull Kentucky through.
When Brown tries to instruct ISU during timeouts
Sunday, he may be competing
with the nation's biggest pep
band,
Kentucky's band, 100
strong, is moving for this
game from its usual upperlevel location tar from the
playing floor to within 25 or 30
feet of the ISU bench at the request of athletic director Cliff
Hagan.
"In no way is this being done
to harass ISU," said Hagan's
assistant, Larry Ivy.
"Maybe subconsciously.•"
said Hagan. "We have been
wanting to do something to
perk up the crowd, to liven
things up. I want to see how
the band sounds. It should
have quite an impact."
-Gordon Henderson, the pep
band director, agreed. "If
we're going to be effective, we
need to be lower. Indiana's
band is close. Notre Dame's is
close. UCLA's is close."
Henderson denied the move
is aimed at ISU and Brown.
"If they'd wanted us to
drown them out, we'd be right
behind the LW bench::
Henderson said,
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Corbin 6:
Knox Ca
LOU Bull
lou Fen
lou Soul
Lou Tho
gener 26
lou Vail
lou Wes
Madison
Marshal
Oneida 4
lhasley
Pulaski(
Rowan C
Somerse
Trimble
Warren 1
Wayne C

MSU Tied For 1st In Indoor,
Qualifies Nine For Final Day
MURFREESBORO, TN - qualified Mlle and Western
After five events during the seven.
first day of the Ohio Valley
Following Middle in the
Conference indoor track event are Austin Peay
with 16
championships at Middle Ten- points, Eastern Kentucky with
nessee State yesterday. Mur- 13, Akron with four
and
ray State is tied with Western Morehead State with one.
Kentucky for first with 42
Murray State's results in the
points apiece.
Favored MTSU is close five events are as follows:
behind in third with 37 and has
Shot Put - Andy Vince
qualified 1.3 runners for to- - 2ndt 58-91-2: Stan Simmons
day's finish. Murray has 53-3-4. -

High Jump - Ernie Patterson and )7-0.
Long Jump - Everton Cornelius (4th 24-31-4; Alfred
Brown I 6th 23-51-2.
Three Mile - Jerry °dim
(3rd) 13.43.4; Chris Bunyan
5th )13.57.
Distance Medley Relay Third (David Warren, Elvis
Forde, Eddie -Wedderburn,
Richard Charleston ).

L

Adair Co
Apollo 71
Bardstou
Bardstou
Boyd Co
Bourbon
Boyle Co
Bremen ,
Bullitt
Burnside
Clark Co
Clay Cot
Conner 6
Coy Catl
Curnberl

Whittlin'down
hot water use

2.
3.
TVA
4.
5.

Eminent

Erlangen
Estill Co
Harrpds1
Hazard 7
Henry C.
Heritage
48
Johnson
Ky Count
Knox e'er

Of every dollar you spend
for electricity, about 20 cents
goes for electric water heating
costs.
Here's how to cut your hot
water use and whittle some
kilowatthours off each
electric bill.
1. Set the water heater's
thermostat no higher than
140 degrees.
Repair leaky faucets.
Run full loads in the clothes washer and
dishwasher.
Take brief showers instead of deep tub baths.
Be sure to turn faucets completely off after use

10%
Mark
Coup
Coup
Zeph,

tutu,
Mon,

West Ky. Rural
Electric Co-op Corp.

Zeph
Capr

753-4

Murray.Mayfield
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Poor Shooting Overcome In 43-36 Win

Defense Is Difference For Murray Girls
By DAVID H1BBITTS
Sports Editor
HICKMAN,
.
Surviving a game when its shooting
was off, the Murray girls
made a complete turnaround
from their first meeting with
Fulton County to win by a 43-36
score last night.
Murray coach Rick Fisher
said that his team relied on its
defense to keep Fulton from
taking advantage of the poor
shooting.
The Tigers held the lead
throughout most of the contest, but were never able to
pull away until the last few
seconds.
"We got off to a sluggish
start, but we stayed with
them," Fisher - said. "This
game proved that the kids
really worked even when their
game was off a little. They
really hustled. -A lot of time; an off game
will make a team work that
much harder. We had a lot of
opportunities, but we could not
The one Murray. player who
did take over on offense when
forward Tonya Alexander had
one of her few low scoring
games was center Monica
Greene, whose progress has
come in leaps through the
course of the season and
resulted in a team-high 16
points last night.
"Monica has come a long
way for us," Fisher said."She
has taken a lot of pressure off
Tonya. I cannot give Monica
enough praise.
"She has come from not
even playing in the eighth
grade to being one of our most
consistent players.
"Tonya just did hot have one
of her good nights. but she got
the assists to Monica. If we
are going to have one of our off
nights, we have to play
defense."
The defensive struggle
resulted in Murray holding
Fulton County to just four first
quarter points, but the game
never became easy for Murray.
With just two minutes left in
the game,a followup by Alexander had appeared to wrap it
up at 38-33.

LEADING THE UPSET — Murray center Monica Greene (21) scored a team-high 16
points as the Lady Tigers won at Fulton County last night.
Staff Photo fla Day id Dihhitt.
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By The Assot hued Press
Friday 's Games
Gala
Corbin 62. Harlan 52
Knox Cent 45, Bell Co 25
Ion Butler 57, Lou Manual 55
lou Fern Creek 51. Pleasure Ridge 40
lou Southern 62, LOU I hirrett 35
Lou Thomas Jefferson 53. lou Waggener 26
lou Valley 60, Lou PresentatiOn 53
lou Western 44, lou Seneca 32
Madisonville 63. Owensboro 58
Marshall Co 66, Trigg Co 30
Oneida 48, Burnside 40
Owsley Co 58, Estill Co 57
Pulaski Co 83, Casey co 66
Rowan Co 71. Notre Dame 55
Somerset 50, Eubank 43
Trimble Co 51, Lou Shawnee 44
Warren Cent. 55, Russellville 30
Wayne Co $2, I mcoln ('0 41

I urel Co 75, Middlesboro 73
Leslie Co 57, 51.0 Napier 44
Lex Bryan Station 92. Madison 69
Len Henry Clay 96. Harnson Co 58
Len I ofayette 511, lou Iroquois 52
Lincoln Co 57. Wayne Co A .0T
Lou Butler 89, Los Manual 87 OT
lou Cent 87, Jeffersontow n 59
Lou Male 62, lou Stuart 52
Lou Thus Jetferson 51. LOIS IA:Ain/rm.;
50
lou Saint Xavier 65, lou Ballard 57
Lou Trinity 77, loci Bishop I /avid 71
Lou Valley 81. Beth Haven 46
lou Western 62. lam Seneca 51
Lynch 72, Red Bird 67
Marion Co 51, Nelson ('0 45
Marshall Co 84, Trigg Co. 50
Mayfield 75, Christian Co 71
Maysville 63. Pans 54
MoCrea9 Cent. 49, Eubank 47
McDowell 79, Letcher Co 68
Mullins 79, Paintsville 68
Boys' Games
Nicholas Co 69. Deming 44
Adair Co 75, Hart Co 73 1240.
' Newport Catholic 76. Cow Holy Cross
Apollo 79, Butler Co61
59
Bardstown 82. Taylor Co 81
N Hardin 100, Campbellsville 35
Bardstown Bethlehem 57, Ninth & o 48
Owensboro Kalb 71, Hancock Co 89
Boyd Co 78, Fairview 65
Pad Tilghman 83, Hopkinsvillg 79 iOT
Bourbon Co 56, Madison Cent 48
Pendleton Co 72, Bracken Co 33
Boyle Co 72, Russell('0 64
Pikeville 68, Allen Cent 64
Bremen 66, Somerset62
Pirieville 77. Barbourville 66
Rollin Cent. 63, East Hardin 60,OT
Pulaski Co 61,Casey(1052
Burnside 88, Oneida 74
Richmond Model 55, MMI 46
Clark Co 77, Jessamine Co 55
Russellville 57. Warren Cent 51
Clay Cob,Lee Co 46
St Patrick 53, Paris 54
Conner 64. Newport 59
Scott Co 84, Pendleton Colt
Cow Catholic 73, Bracken Co 33
Sedalia 67. Sy insonia 36
Cumberland 94, F.varts 66
Shelby Co 53. Elizabethtown 40
Eminence 73. Spencer ('ii 23
Sheldon Clark 87, Knott Co Cent 48
Erlanger Lloyd 61, Dixie Hetghts 41
Simon Kenton 87, Boone Co 60
Estill('o63, Owsley Co 52
Southern 69. Durrett 53,
Harrodsburg 641, Monticello $6
Todd Cent 66, Bowling Green 6.4
Hazard 70. Cawood 65
V irgie 101. Betsy Layne 68
Henry Co 52, Carroll Co 49
Walton-Verona 71, Bellevue 47
Heritage Chris Ind 80 Portland 1. hris
Washington Co 52. Mercer('u 51
48
Western Hills 63,Owen Co 53
- Johnson Cent 75, Ashland 72
Whitesburg 95, Dorton 74
Ky Country Day 65. les Sayre 49
Wolf Co 70, Montateriery Co 58
Knox Cent 89. Bell Co 58
W.solf..rd
76. Dans Ile 74

it

CASH BACK
from Lincoln-Mercury
10% Refund on 1981 Models as Follows:

3

Mark VI 2 Dr.

1

Cougar XR7 GS

5
1

•

Cougar 4 Dr. GS
Zepher,
4 Dr

$1724.00
$833.00
$699.00
$617.00

Also
Cash Rebate on 1980 Models
As Follows

NBA Standings
By The Aseoriated Press
Eastern Ciagerence
A Weak Miaow
W
L
Pet
Phladelphia
54 13
.806
Boston
51 15
.773
New York
Wasiangton
31 36
463
Nal. Jersey
80
264
Ceetral Divon
IVIdwauko.
47 18
723
Indiana
37 30
552
(lanigt.
23 35
.485
Ckveland
.59
5 41
Athinte
24 41
369
[Miran
16 it
372
11er...tem Contereere
Midwest Uovelon
San Antonio
647
44 24
Houton
11 .0
500
Kansas City
:13 34
50
Denver
415
27 38
Utah
368
25 61
Dallas
9 59
134
Pacific DIV6i1111
illatMEE
43
710
ton Angeles
44 2'2
667
Arland -777 7 731 11
.55
Golden State
WS
32 31
San Dmego
29 16
446
Seattle
413
5 36
Friday's Gwent
Boston 1.9. Atlanta Ice
Detrrlit 118, Cleveland 15
Indiana 118, Dallas Ill
Chicago 112. Washington 1(4)
Horton 96, Seattle 72
Phdadelpha 87 Utah 61
Denver 1:17. Gowen State 1.10
Ion Angeles 107. New Jersey lin
Portland Ill, Phoenix 117
Satirday's(Winn
Chicago ta New York
Golden State at Kansas (In
ser 1
Dust,.

981

Luxury Cars

$1000.00

Monarchs

$700.00

Zepher

$600.00

$600.00

Capri
Sale Ends March 21st

Hatcher Auto1SSales
S 12th Murray

753-4961

GB
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12'2
1?-1
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15'i
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37
32't

10
10
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GOLJ,
0111.ANDO. Fla AP' - And) Bean
birdied all the par-3 holes on the way to a
record-setting. 9-under-par 62 for a 130
total to tie Tom Watson for the lead in
the second round of the 3300.000 Bay Hill
Classic
,Bean's effort set a record for the 7.102yard Bay Hill nub layout and equalled
the low score .4 the year on the PGA
tour
Mark O'Meara and Ikon Pooley were
tied for second at 1.15
TRACK AND FIELD
NEW YORK AP - Jeff Woodard
broke the Men's American high jump
record at the USA-Mobil indoor track
and field championships at MadiAn
Square Garden
cleared 7-fool-7,
., the best
high Junip ever indoors or outdoors by an
American Woodard, who barely missed
on two of his three attempts at a world
record height of 7-9, eclipsed the
previous American indoor mark of 7-7 by
_Franldin Jacobs.Ireland's Eamcmn Coghlan Captured
the three-mile with a time of 12(5440,
two-tenths of a second short of Emiel
Puttemans's world best of 12.54.6 set in
1976
Chandra Cheeseborough broke the
women's 220-yard dash record. clocking
23.27, and ran on two Tennessee State
relay teams that set indoor marks
Franne larrieu eclisped her women's
two-mile mark for an 11.1ap track with a
time of 9.38 I
Other indoor records broken were in
the 35-pound weight throw , won M Ed
Kama at 73-4, and the as omen's one-mile
relay, won by the lox Angeles Mereuret•
let in.I 4046.
TENNIS
MEMPHIS, Tenn , AP - Secondseeded Gene Mayer and Ni. 5 seed
Roscoe Tanner advanced to the
semifinals of the U S National Indoor
Tennis Championships
Slayer defeated Peter Fleming 6-4. 6-0
while Tanner outlasted Harold Solomon..
the Ni,3 seed, 6-2, 7.8
In another match, sixth-seeded Vannick Noah of France beat omen:Led Fritz Hoehn ing 6-2,6-7. 6-3
Matem meets Noah in the semifinals.
hile Tanner faces Tom 1:albite.. who
defeated Terry Moor 6-4. 61

-Woodard

3' 14
15',
18
19

By 11w Aworiated Perm
Campbe0 Canterenre
Reek* Dhisim
W L T GE GA Pla
NY Islararkrs
37 17 10 286 217 44
Philadelphia
35 19 10 Zit 198 Si
31 21 12 56 228 74
Calgars
N 1' Ransten
24 30 9 250 57 57
Washington
19 27 16 .21 245 o4
Smythe Wenn
(
Saul a
.17 1.1 13 55 214 121
16 7; 11 248 50 61
ViIrRAMART
M 35 17 20 219 .,2
61
Ethenton
9 31 10 247 57
4 "tirade
17
10 313 777 44
Winnipeg
7 45 11 19€
Wales Camases,
Nerds Dhaka
Mintreal
.15 18 9 W7 179 79
i
l os
vtdx
.Ang
..eh
eles
Y4 20 9 364 213 1.;
55
21 1/ 9 231
Harlon!
17 .41 16 2:5 836 50
!Moot
18 32 I/ 1% 752 48
Adams Masan
Buffalo
11 13 19 288 I% 79
Minnemta
21 14
3/4 72
Boston
211 24 10 245 221 86
WA.
.2 20 13 240 303 Si
Toronto
21 2.9 10 57 366 56
Friday 'y Gam.
Buffalo 6, haw° 1
Phdadelphia 6. Winnipeg 3
t ehtary
Hartfon1 1
Etknorgon 5, I %trot 2
NA' Islanders S. A'anomer I
Setailley'a Gamey
tartan at Mnitrettl
NY Rangers of Pttlstargh
Philaillphma 56 Minnenta
Watangton at SI lam
Et/nit/Mai at Cokradt.
N't Wander, at 1.1a Angelm

Tri

Sports In Brief
Ity

NHL Standings

Fulton City Thursday( but
they made a contribution
tonight.
-I think this team has
matured and come a long way.
I hope the hard work pays off
and gives us some momentum
for the tournament.
Murray hit wily 36.7 percent
of its shots to Fulton's 43.3last
night. but uutrebounded the

Pilots, 34-26 as Alexander had
seven and Rousse four to help
Greene
Murray
10 10 16 13 -43
4 silos
4 II II 12 - 3/4
Marra), .431 - randy Jackman 8044
(elweiJo.ieod 1-2 S. Twlya Mesa/der 4
Monica Gaeta 7 2-2 16 Kin.
Inarlye 1 0-02 Saida Garfield WI 4
!Aetna Housar 3 2-2 8. Glenda Fox Ouhilmu
Martin 0 2-2 I
Eult.m mot) i98i - Alexandre
/t.)
it *carat/ 1.21, iox
4 Hendrik I, 1-3 1.1 lio3014-s 0 i- 3

'Magic' Returns In Lakers' Win Over Nets
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Magic Man is back.
Earvin -Magic" Johnson,
s.delined since Nov. 18
because of torn cartilage in his
left knee, returned to action
Friday night in Los Angeles
and contributed 12 points, 11
rebounds, four assists and
three steals to the Lakers' 107103 National Basketball
Association victory over the
New Jersey Nets.
-I felt relaxed," said the 21year-old Johnson, who played
24 minutes in a reserve role.
"It's great to be doing
something you love to do. I'm
excited. It's sunshine all day
long now."
In other NBA games, the
Chicago Bulls beat the
Washington Bullets 112-100,
the Philadelphia 76ers edged
the Utah Jazz 87-83, the Boston
Celtics clobbered the Atlanta
Hawks 132-102, the Detroit
Pistons defeated the
Cleveland Cavaliers 118-109,
the Indiana Pacers topped the
Dallas Mavericks 118-111, the
Houston Rockets trimmed the
Seattle SuperSonics 96-92, the
Denver Nuggets outscored the
Golden State Warriors 137-130
and the Pot:land Trail Blazers
beat the Phoenix Suns 121-117.
Johnson. the outstanding
second-year guard who won
Most Valuable Player honors
in- last spring's NBA championship series, received three
standing ovations from the
sellout crowd of 17,505 at the
Forum — when the Lakers
came out for pregame warmops, when he was introduced

before the game and when he
made his first appearance
with 5:02 remaining ui the
first period.
Johnson started slowly.
throwing a pass away shortly
after entering the game and
missing badly on his first two
shots. But he got untracked by
making his next three field
goal attempts.
The 6-foot-9 Johnson had a
key offensive rebound of a
missed shot by Lakers center
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar with 10
seconds to play and Los
Angeles leading by just two
points. Abdul-Jabbar was fouled with four seconds left and
made two free throws to clinch
the victory.
Abdul-Jabbar finished with
28 points for the Lakers, who
are now 16-5 with Johnson
after going 28-17 in the 45
games he missed. Norm Nixon
and Jamaal Wilkes added 22
and 20 points, respectively,for
the Lakers. while Mike Newlin
had 22 points for New Jersey,
which led most of the game
but missed 11 of its first 12
shots in the final period.
The Lakers host the Pacific
Division-leading Suns Sunday
in a nationally televised game.
Los Angeles trails Phoenix by
32 games.
•
76ers 87, Jazz 83
Utah led by as many as five
points in the fourth quarter
and by 81-80 with 1:30 to play,
but three free throws by
Lionel Hollins and two apiece
by Julius Erving and Darryl
Dawkins pulled the victory out
for Philadelphia. Reserve forward Bobby Jones led the

76ers with 2.0 points, while
NBA scoring leader Adrian
'Dantley had 24 for Utah.
Celtics 132, Hawks 182
Boston scored the first eight
points of the game, built a 7457 halftime lead and coasted
past Atlanta. Forwards Cedric
Maxwell of Boston and John
Drew of Atlanta scored 29
points apiece

Blazers 121, suns 117
Portland, leading 113-99
nudway through the. fourth
quarter, held off a Phoenix
comeback bid as rookie guard
Kelvin Ransey scored six
his career-high 33 points in the
last three minutes. Both
teams shot superbly, the Suns
hitting on 58.4 percent and tlie
Blazers on 60.7 percent.

A

Johnson Goes So
G
oes Oregon State
s

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
As Steve Johnson goes, so
goes the Oregon State basketball team — and for awhile,
the Beavers weren't going
anywhere Friday night.
Due in large part to
Johnson's flat first-half performance, the nation's No.1
team fell behind Southern Cal
36-30 at intermis§ion.
But after getting only eight
points in the first half, Oregon
State's big man came out with
the hottest hand on the court III
the second — scoring 25 more
points and leading the
Beavers to a 73-64 Pat-ID victory over the Trojans.
"It took us a while to get untracked:. said Oregon State
Coach Ralph Miller. -We dug
a hole early, then had to get
out. Fortunately, we were onl
behind by six points at the
half.
-We played a terrible first
half — you don't just come

down. arid take the first shot,
like we did
Long after the game.
Southern Cal Coach Stan Morrison was shaking his head
over Johnson's performance.
'We played defense as well
as, e could,' said Morrison.
'except for stopping Johnson
— we just couldn't stop
Johnson."
In the only other game involving a ranked team, No 1:1
UCLA walloped Oregon 98-75.

See or Co ll
Ed West
At

Parker Ford
New

Or

Used

Cars Or Trucks
,•
"You'll 841
Dollars Aimed
fly..,
&Dal With Ed"
Offics 753-5273
Nome 753-3084
—441111=11111.4".

, ,Ilarket 1/4 unit tire
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
High School Basketball Scores

But when Fulton scored on a
Rousse calmly sank both
followup and Murray turned tosses and lifeelle added the
the ball over in the backcourt lutflg seculids later with two
seconds later, the Tiger IllUrP free throws as Murray
defense took over.
Ih011 Its 15th game of the
After an outside shut season against six losses
misfired and Greene pulled 111
'Rousse picked us up at the
one of her nine rebounds, for- end." Fisher said. -She and
ward Donna Rousse was foul- Candy Jackson did not even
ed intentionally with 50 dress last night
against
seconds lett.

•

College Scores
By The Associated Pre,
EAST
elolatne 98 iela wa re St 74
Penn 69, I iartniwith 59
Princeton 56. Harvard 54, OT
St Joseph. Vt 90, W New I:in:land 7 ,
Yale 68, Cornell 05,01
SOUTH
Tulane 75. St lows69
1141131111126T
Campbell 65. N Iowa 64.0T
901191W
Tegas-E1 Paso 52, Air Force 44
FAR WFST
Cal-Davis 77. Humboldt Si 73
Nev .14a Vegas SC New Mears 61
Oregon Si 73, Southern Cal 64
un.A 98, Oregon 7$
IN l'OCRNAMENT PLAY
Virginia Si 88. NC Central 82
Morehouse E. Albany St .Ga 71
South Alabama 79. Georgia St 41
Ala -ffirnungham 40, N C Charlotte 64
South Florida 52. Jac ksonville 50,01
FairnnuoitSt SI. Glenville St. 41.01
1.1 °IC/marled,16.5 Virginia Teeth/

.

Continues

Sale Prices Are Better Than Ever

20% to60% off
For This Sale
BOSTON ROCKERS

Special Fo.

This Solo $5900

6-GUN CABINET with drawer that 2 Pc. Antron Velvet LIVING ROOM
$18800 SUITE, Sofa 8. chair pillow
locks, Neg.'229"
arms.
La-Z-Boy SWIVEL ROCKER. Many Reg '599"
$388°°
covers
Special '168°
' 2 grey corduroy SWIVEL
ROCKERS,
Broyhill PLATFORM ROCKER, Reg. only 2 to sell, Reg.'219"
229"
s184°°
3 OAK TABLE, for living room, brass
Bassett 3 PC. BEDROOM SUITE, tri$
accent. Reg.'219" ea.
125°°
ple dresser, chest, bed, Reg. '799"
:49500 HEAVY ROCKER, 2 inch seat, slatted
946"
KROEHLER SOFA — loose cus,hion. back. Reg. 1179"
Reg.'549"
297°° Glass top DINETTE SUITE, vintl or
s288°°
Howard 2 Pc. All Wood LIVING fabric chairs. Reg.'399"
ROOM SUITE, 8" arms sofa & chair, Bassett 8 PC. DINING ROOM SUITE,
Reg.'899°°
$584°° a real bargain at '1,500"
ComSEATS.
Early American LOVE
Now $985"
soo
88
pare at '160"
8 PC. DINING ROOM SUITE. Table
Broyhill 3 PC. LIVING ROOM SUITE, with leaf, 6 chairs
china. Reg.
oic
Sofa, 2 chairs (all wood). Reg.'899" '799"
398°°
.
u7
s69700
New shipment of MIRRORS and
Pennsylvania House BLUE VELVET PICTURES
25% off
S32500
SOFA, Reg.:79900
Broyhill 3 PC. BEDROOM SUITE. Only
Jamison SLEEPERS,_twin size, Reg. 1 to sell. Reg.'599"
s488°°
s193°° Pulaski
'269°°
STEREO CABINET. Beautiful
2 Pc. polished cotton LIVING ROOM finish. Reg. $259"
'15900
SUITE, Reg.'499"
s225°°
1/2 PrIc•
TUXEDO SOFA and OTTOMAN. KING SIZE BEDS
$9800 QUEEN & REG. BED
1/3 Prico
Tweed covers, Reg. '199°'

market 4/4

hinting(

414 Market St.
Paris, Tenn.
Terry and Geraldine Sykes, Managers
Cha e & VISA
642-6996
Free Deliver
•

1

Lord's Supper To Be Observed
At South Pleasant Grove Church

1 Legal Notice

be the guest speaker.
Sunday School will begin at
9145 a.m., evening worship at
6 p.m.. and Youth Fellowship
at 6:43 p.m.
Evening worship will be
centered around the MISSION
study theme of "Biblical
Understandings of Mission to
Individuals and Society
-CONCERTS
The Murray State Symphonic Band will present concerts prepared especially for
children in Grades 1 through 6
of the Murray City and
Calloway County Schools at
8:30 and 10 a.m. on Wednesday, March 4 in Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State
University. The concerts are
co-sponsored by the Murray
State Department of Music
and the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.

The Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper will be celebrated at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church on Sunday ,
March 1, during morning worship at 10:45 a in All are invited to attend and partake of
this holy scarament, according tu the Rev Dr. Paul
Blankenship. pastor.
The sermon by the pastor
will be entitled ''A Vision And
A Voice On A Mountain" based 011 Matthew 171-13.
The choir. directed by Mrs
lurine Cooper, will sing
"Jesus Paid It All" with Mrs.
Olivene Erwin as organist and
Tommy Gaines as pianist.
The United Methodist Men
will meet Sunday at 8 a.m, for
a breakfast meeting at the
church. The Rev. Jim Stubbs,
Associate • Pasawa., of First
United Methodist Church, will
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11 Scheduled
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15 Decree
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HEY STUPID CAT 'fOU
CAME IN KIND OF LATE
LAST N161-4T-DIDN'T YOU?

53

S7
so

54

ss

1. legal Notice

2. Notice

IA THE RASSIFIEDSII

FOR RENT
Gdson Power Bolt Log
Splinter by day or job
Operator sealable. All
wood
berdweed
for sale $15.00 per
rick. Cal 753-8351

Ii one 1979 Chevrolet. Camaro Z28, Ser.
,1(071.91,552193. 350 4 bbl. V8 elect, rear window
defogger, air conditioning, tilt wheel, floor mat,
red with carmine vinyl bucket interior.

9. SüitFoiWanttU

19. Farm Equipment-

Will mow yards and other work
767-2244 or /532220
Will do babysitting in my home
Have references Located in
downtown Murray Call 7536487.
Will do babysitting in my home
Call 759-4870 after 4 pm

For sale Mt 35 Ferguson, 8N
Fords, 9N Fords. A-Farmalls
with Woods belly mowers and
cultivators. C-Farmall and 2 R
cultivator, Cub Farmall with
quick hitch, plow
disk
cultivator, mower, B Allis
Chalmers,
plow,
disk
cultivator, used rotary cutters,
woods belly mowers, Rear
mount mowers, blades, rotary
cutters, 4-5 Ton stainless steel
fertilizer spreader See us tor
Woods parts, small tractor
parts, Gallimore Equipment.
Hazel, KY Night phone 901247-5443
For sale. 1979. 50-40 Allis
Chalmers tractor, power steering. 8-speed transmission,
draft control, like new, only 80
hours. Will trade for smaller
tractor $6000. Call 753-8590
Goodyear, Firestone, B.F
Goodrich, and others, tractor
and farm tires. We have tire
truck for on farm tire service.
Vinson Tractor Company, 7534892.
One 4000 bushel Butler grain
bin. Call 753-3139.
There is nothing better than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and sweeps,
Vinson Tractor Company, 7534892

14. Want To Buy

Ii one 1977 Ford, Ser, 7062FI72136, 2 door, hard
top.

AL'S SUPER SHELL
Soot 4th Street
Murray, Compfete Auto
Repair. free Lobo with
oil and filter change.
753-7896.

Ii one 1978 Ford, Ser. 08B741.1183430, Model 74, 4
door,Station Wagon.

Bible facts tree Store for the
needy 7594600

'Ii one 1974 Chev., Ser. N1N69R4S178816, Caprice
Classic,4 door.

The Copy & Restorot,:, ,4 old•
photos ot
•

1 i 1977 Mercury Brougham 4 dour,loaded.

200 Amp or more service pole
for house trailer 759-4019
Used air-conditioner Call 753
9104 days or 753-1551 nights
Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm
Would like to buy Andy Griffith's record, "In The Beek
753 3182

CARTER STUDIO •
ORDINANCE NUMBER 732
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING THE SALARY
OF THE MAYOR AT $9,000 PER YEAR WITH AN
ADDITIONAL $100 PER MONTH PAYMENT FOR
EXPENSES .
.
THE CITY OF MURRAY DOES ORDAIN:
SECTION 1. The salary of the Mayor of the City of
Murray is hereby established at the sum of $9,000
per year, payable monthly, with an additional $100
per month to the Mayor for expenses in connection
with the duties of his office.
SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be effective
from and after January 1, 1982.
ADOPTED ON FIRST READING ON THE 12
DAY OF FEB., 1981
• ADOPTED ON SECOND READING ON THE 26
DAY OF FEB.,1981
CITY COUNCIL,CITY OF MURRAY,KY.
By Melvin B. Henley
ATTEST:
Jo Crass
City Clerk

"I

11

EVERY DRY IS SALE DRY

.
. ...pies Bank of Murray, Ky. will offer for
,alc as public auction at 1 p.m. Friday, March 6,
1980, at 5th & Walnut Streets the following vehicles.
l'hese will be sold as is where is for cash only. They
,•an be inspected from 12:00-1.00 p.m. on the date of
the sale at the sale location.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

e
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WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
3,5ted here is a ready reference
that eill quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking

for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Cud of thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found

2. Notice

2. Notice
BIKE CALL
For Teens - Early
Marriage, Part II 7594444. Bible Story 759-4445.
Charlie Brown Playschool
1607 Olive 753-7359 Ages,
Pt-up $550 daily Drop ins
$1.00 hourly

Bill's Fish Market
Catfish
S 1.70 lb.
Whole
1.80 lb.
Steaks
Boneless .. $1.49 lb.
6075.4th
753 9331

(UJELL, IF kE WERE \
AWAKE I SUPPOSE I'D
LEAVE OUT THAT
\,...LAST PART...

NEXT TIME TRY TO BE
MORE QUIET OR I
MAY JUST HAVE TO
PUNCH YOUR NOSE!
-

BOYS --TH AT'S NOT
A NICE
THING TO
CALL. EACH
OTHER

753 8298•

6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11, Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale nitride
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating.Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Ants for Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses for Rent 35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Of Lease
37. livestock SuIrPhes
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Horne Loans
.
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
•
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. teed'And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

DIVORCE
"God hates it!"
Mark 10:8-9
Answer

DON T YOU BUTT
IN --THIS IS JUST
BETWEEN US j
KNUCKLE HEADS
-1

3.Card of Thanks
To my Minister. many
friends, and relatives. I wish to
thank all of you for your kindness and generosity to me in
my hour of sorrow. From the
widow of Dave Willis Jr., Holly
Petty Willis

S. Lost and Found
Lost Man's wallet and blue
and red Nike tennis shoe If
found please call 753-9388
Lost Black and tan female
hound wearing red collar Also
large red brown Collie mixed,
male. Reward offered. 4365397.

6. Help Wanted

DON'T PEEL
BAC), GUYS

Dependable older lady or couple to live in house in county
and share utilities. Call 7530150.
ORGANIC FARMING- Experiment with organic farming in
South Graves - 20 acres proceeds - write Dannean Farris, 602 Serramonte, Marietta,
GA 30067 or call 404-9710858.
Staff Pharmacist, Immediate
opening with Community
Hospital, Mayfield. KY. Complete salary and benefit program to fit your needs. Contact
Personnel Office at 502-2475211.
T.V Electronic Technician,
Position open immediately at
Community Hospital. Mayfield,
KY. For details contact Personnel Office or Hospital Engineer
at 502-247-521i.

(
IF MONEY 15 THE
ROOT OF ALL EVIL,
WHY DOES EVERYONE
ROOT FOR IT?

I'LL GET AWAY..

- PANT .
HE'LL
6E7

NEVER
,,

WANTED:
STANDING
TIMBER
Will buy tie timber. Also
paying top price for
White Oak veneering
and other quality timber. Call 753-5592 after 7 p.m.

Want to buy Metal detector,
must be in good condition,
brand name Call 436-2289
after 5 pm

15. Articles For Sale
Air operated floor jack, 5000
lb. capacity: Coca Cola
machine, set of mag wheels.
Call 753-8606 or 753-9991,
21- Black and white ty_ $60
very good picture. 4354579.
Fingerling catfish. taking
orders now for March delivery.
Call 153-6487 or 753-5693.
Like new, Craig AM-FM stereo.
8-track, turn table, and
speakers. $125 Also a Craig
AM-FM stereo, 8-track, turn
table. and speakers. $50, Also
a small coffee table, $10. Call
753-8465.
Patio furniture; chairs, chaise,
tables, stools, plant stands.
753-7477.
Used office desks and chairs.
Call or see James Futrell at
753-7668 days. or 753-2394
nights. Can be seen at 405
South 4th St.

16. Home Furnishings
For sale. Used sofa. Call 7538177 after 5 pm.
Frigidare washer and dryer, like
new. $375. Dining table and 6
chairs. $125. 753-4091.
For Sale HerCulon love seat and
sofa, fair condition, $50. Call
after 4 pm, 753-1214,
Gold couch, chair, and love
seat, $250. Good condition.
Call 498-8326.
Three piece bedroom suite,
new, plus box springs and mattress, $500. Call 753-6565
after 4 pm.
Used furniture: Gun cabinet
dining room table; 7 piece
dinette odd chairs, beds:
dresser. Sleeper living room
suites: chests: Vanity recliners:
washer and dryer, wringer type
washer, high chairs, play pen:
lamps, picture frames:
Challanger trolling motor, T.V.
stands. 6 leg tables: library
table; child's wardrobe; trunks,
and desks. Carraway Furniture,
105 N 3rd. 753-1502.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service.
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760,

18.Sewing Machines
For sale: Free-arm Pfaff sewing
machine, model 362 with zigzag and decorative parts. with
or without cabinet. Call 7535775.

19. Farm Equipment
175 A/C tractor. 1600 hours, 4
row John Deere planter. 5' Ford
chtsol plow, 11 ft. Tuff-Lino
disk, 4 row cultivator. 100
gallon stainless spray tank. Call
436-2269 after 6 pm.
930 Case plow and disk for
sale. Call 436-5583.
470 Case tractor for sale, 8'
grader blade. Call 489-2164
Dish blades, regular and heavy
duty, get our price before you
buy disk blades Truck tool
boxes and tailgait protectors
Vinson Tractor Company. 7534892
4000 Ford new rear tires, good
condition. $2750 753-1873.

IITI
AVAILABLE: R PG Programmer/Systems Analyst with a company in
Wiettern Kentucky providing custom software.
Experience on IBM GSD Computers
desireable. Some travel involved, but little
overnight. Salary commensurate with ex•
• • rience. Send resume with salary history to
P. 0. Box 1040G. Murray ledger & Times.

AR7
iY
2Ei

'

20. Sports Equipment
Minnows. 3 dozen for $1.00;
Nightcrawlers, $1.19 dozen;
Crappie rigs, 3 for $1.19. -East
Y Grocery. 753-8786.
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164.117. Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
Baldwin grand piano. Ebony
case and stool. immaculate
condition. Call 247-3068 after
8 pm for details.
New and used pianos bought
and sold A beautiful repo
piano now available 'for someone to assume monthly
payments. Clayton's, 753-7575.
P.V. Electric guitar with builtin phase and Ampeg amplifier.
Call after 5 pm. 437-4341.
Wanted: Responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under warranty. 753-7575.

23. Exterminatin_g
All BUGS CALL

11-1,4 tz•
Kelley's Termite
it Pest Control
Phone 753-3914 ,

24. Miscellaneous
Dune Buggy. fiberglass body
with top and side curtins, wide
tires, good condition. 7531873.
.
EXCITEMENT GALORE! Atari
t.v, game with superb collection of game cartridges. Call
435-4150.
Firewood. 18-24" seasoned,
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536
Lawn and garden lime, 50 lb.
bag, $1.99. White marble landscape chips. 50 lb. bag, $2.49.
clUilirete concrete mix, 60 lb.
bag, $2.78. Mortar mix. 60 lb.
bag, $3.23. Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping
Center.
Need to sale! Sanyo stereo
receiver. $150. One pair
Acoustic phase speakers, 85
watt capacity, $150 each. 1
month old. Call 753-6652.
Used ice machine clearance.
All types, 502-554-5090 after 4
pm,
Wood for sale 436-2758

25. Business Services
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 8 AM
to 6 PM, nights and Saturdays
by appointment 759-1425

26. TV-Radio
Wanted Responsible person to
take up monthly payments on
25- color to „ warranted
Clayton's. 753-7575

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 Double wide mobile
home 24x36, partially furnished or unfurnished All electric
with baseboard electric heat
Very easily heated $7500
Phone 1-3546217
Double wide trailer located in
Riveria Courts, furnished or unfurnished Call 753-3639
1974, 12x60, Hillcrest, central
gas heat and airconditioning,
underpinned, with deck 753
12x70
Mobile home
Townhouse, 2 bedroom, 1 14
bath new carpet electric or
gas 437-4955

27. Mobile Home Sales
12165 Mobile home, 3
bedroom PI bath Call 7530069 after 4 30 pm
Mobile home 1265 good
condition, $4400 Owner 4365414
12158 Scheville 2 bedroom
mostly furnished $3800 Call
753-8417 between 8 and 4
pm
Two 1971 Wheeler, I2x52 For
information call 753-7737
1974, 12x65 Trailer. 2
bedrooms. 2 baths, completely
furnished, $5000 or best offer
Call after 4 pm_ 753-6709
1975, IMO Viking, furnished,
washer, dryer, and dishwasher
Serious inquiries only Call
753-5867.

1

32. Apt

Two bedroor
meat couph
child $150
furnished 0
pets availat
753-1703

APA

Nor
1,

2 •

spar-tow

dicappor
plicetion
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6
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28. Mob. Home Rents

Housin
Aiweem

For rent. 2 bedroom house,
1614 Calloway, Murray. 4928225.
Two bedroom trailer, very
miles
clean. approximately
on 641 South. No pets. 1538436 after 5 pm.

31-.1torr

Two bedroom trailer, near Murray, no pets. Call 489-2611
Two bedrooms, furnished,
clean mobile home, $75 security deposit, $150 per month
rent. No pets. Call 753-4808
Two bedroom, water furnished.
$50 deposit, $90 per month,
Highway 121 South, Phone
753-5405.
Two trailers. 3 miles east of
Murray_ Water furnished.
Deposit and references required. 753-4120 or 753-2455.
Two mobile homes. One 1
bedroom. one 2 bedroom. 3
acre lot, w miles east of Murray. Call 753-5793. .

30. Business Rental

Room for re
University,
753-1812

34. Housi

For rent 2 I
house. $160
nished less
For rent 3 b
University.
5th. Call
Immediate
redecorated
near Mur
References,
753-7551.
Two bedroor
refrigerator
required_ $1
college Call

FOI
Nice, n
bedroom
in Bell Cit

MInI
Warehouse
Shortly* Space
For Rent
753-47511

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray, 753-4109
Apartment for rent, close to
University, $79 per month. Call
753-9138 or 753-5292,
Furnished apartments. 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th, 753-6609. ,
For rent; 2 bedroom apartments at Embassey. 753-3530
or 753-4331 after 5 Dm.
For rent 2 bedroom apartment
with appliances. No. ..pets.
Deposit required. Call 7537809.
For rent. 2 bedroom apartment,
available immediately. 7539240.
Furnished apartments, 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms.
ZimmerMan Apartments, South
16th, 753-6609.
Newly redecorated 2 bedroom
apartment,
stove
and
refrigerator furnished, central
gas heat and air. No pets, Married couple only. 753-2835 or
73-2376,
New 2 bedroom duplex.
deposit, all kitchen appliances.
No pets, $275 per month. 7530814.
One bedroom, furnished. $150
month, deposit required, gas
heat, furnished, Call 753-0187.
One bedroom apartment, furnished. next to Fairgrounds,
• 121 North, air-conditioned. No
pets_ Singles preferred. 7533139.
One bedroom furnished apartment, low utlities, 753-3949.
See duplex to appreciate extras! 1906 Greenbrier Road_ 2
Bedrooms, furnished kitchen.
carpet, storage, washer and
dryer hookups, deck overlooking wooded lot, deposit, lease.
$250 a month, 753-5791 or
753-2649 for appointment,
Two bedroom townhouse apartment.
Carpet,
range.
refrigerator, disposal, washer
dryer hookup, central heat and
air Call 753-7559 or 7537550.
Three bedroom duplex.
Fireplace, full bath, heat
pump. refrigerators, garbage
disposal, and stove Call 1535791.
Two bedroom, no pets, lease
and deposit required, near
downtown. $135. Call 7536429 or 759-1420.
Three room furnished apartment, 400 South 6th St Call
247-1459
Two bedroom apartment. no
pets Deposit required. $220
per month. 753-0859.
Vacant - Furnished apartment
near University, $79 per month 753.9138 evenings 7535292.

Three bedro(
room that I:
beauty shop_
Three bedroo
Murray on
recently red(
March 15.
Call 753-440

37. Lived

Horses for s
using, regtst
grade. Call I
2657.

REE MAR
your good
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Wanted 111
delivered 4 n
ray. 153-066I

38. Pets-

AKC register
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good with ch
4481.

AKC Lhasa A
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32. Apts. For Rent
Ivo, •
ch. .
furl, pets available

Marun /tri La.

753 1203

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr.
Murray. Kt
I 2 and 3 bedroom
sportrnents
h•n
dicapped units. Ap
plications available at
The Village
641 North
Don Miller Office
Egeal
Housing Opportunity

3-3.1tooms fóRànt
Room for rent, one block from
University, girls. 753-6933 or
753-1812

34. Houses For Rent
For rent 2 bedroom furnished
house. $160 per month. unfurnished less. Call 753-5750
For rent 3 bedroom house near
University Available March
5th Call 753-2342
Immediate
possession,
redecorated house, cook stove.
near Murray, no pets
References, deposit. $150
753-1551.
Two bedroom house, stove and
refrigerator furnished, deposit
required. $175 month close to
college Call 7532961 after 5
pm
FOR RENT:
Nice, remodeled, 2
bedroom home located
in Bell City.

Estate

40. Produce
•
JONES
FRUIT STAND

Rummage sale' Junk baby tui
niture old refrigerators, some
store equipment jewelry, wat
ches, guns. odds and ends Fri
day, Saturday and Sunday at
Roger's Trading Post Call 436
2506
Sell one item or a hundred Br
ing your salable items to New
concord Auction Barn. Monday
Antique
through Saturday
items sold on the first Saturday
of the month All else sold on
the third Saturday of the mon
th For information call 4365353

43. Real Estate

31100T NEAL

Q

k
b
1

r, INC.

lb.144414,rs iNIC• 1100
Nebo.,1,••
solors

.6.44kg 416,

FARMS NOMES
BUSINESSES
TAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

•
PIA( IS1

vri

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Listings needed( Officer
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Everywkors.
"fro." Catalog
STROUT REALTY

Three bedroom brick has large
room that has been used as
Am I 4•••••• Melee
beauty shop 753-4920
1212 Cahert• 11,
41,11
Three bedroom. 4 miles west of
753-0186
Murray on 94. garden spot
/err.
recently redecorated. available
March 15 $225 per month
Call 753-4406 or 435-4119
71.4% Interest - Assumable
37. Livestock-Supplies Loan. This nice 3 bedroom
home has an assumable loan
Horses for sale, pleasure and with PA% interest rate Living
using, registered quarter and room, dining room family
grade. Call 928-2280 or 928- room, nice neighborhood at
2657.
605 Meadow Lane Call today
RH MAR ARABIANS. Book for appointment. Shroat.
your good mares for 1981 Waldrop Real Estate. 759Three 1707
breeding season
stallions. 753-6126.
hir•sters, Developers, Rye
Wanted 100 bales of hay
dual walk le ..o• this
delivered 4 miles south of Mur
acme,. ideal ler Nilo
ray 753-0662
illy111••
1.•rot•il
•1
WIsp•11
R••11
••d
38. Pets-Supplies
11(hi5surood Drive the.
AKC registered 21.7 year old
property grime properly
male Scottie. housebroken.
developed shoeld melte 2530 lets. Seperb lecetieet
good with children $125. 435.
meshes Si, good listrestmeesi
4481
forth.{ohne Cell teisky,
AKC Lhasa Apso, $125. Call 1Shroat382-2480.

Waldrop
AKC German Shepherd pup.
pies, 28 champions in 5
Real Estate
Registered
generations
Redo Jeff Custer 7E1-1717
American Eskimo puppies
502-554-2153.
BEAUTIFUL CENTER RIDGE
AKC Basenp, female, 6 weeks Have
you always wanted a
old, barkless dog_ $125. Call cabin on the lake, but a dream
489-2457_
house on the water lust cost
AKC Boxer at stud, proven sire, too much? Now you can afford
Boxer puppies available in that luscious summer retreat or
April or May. 753-0347.
live there all year round. This
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel custom built home located
pups. $75 each. Also at stud, among the trees of your 5.5
black and white Cocker, ex- acres features 3 bedrooms with
sauna, 2 baths, lush carpet,
cellent record. 753-0662.
screened-in
porch, and
Bird dog Pointer puppies for fireplace. There are already
sale. 8 weeks old, $35 each. dock facilities and a private
For more information call 435- road Guess what? You can
4433.
have all this and the !trimly furDog obedience classes. AKC niture too for a reduced price
German Shepherds and AKC of $59.500. Ready to move m7
Australian cattle dogs. Call Call Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.
436-2858.

REGISTERED NURSES
& GRADUATE NURSES
With the New Year brings the opportunity
for you to join Southern Illinois Leader in
primary care.
We offer top starting salary and outstanding benefits such as: Day Care
Program, Tuition reinbursement and muds
more.
Opening presently exist in
OB, ICU,
ER, Med/Surg
With the
New
year realize
your
professional and personal goals at

THE FRANKLIN HOSPITAL
201 Bailey lone
Benton, IN 62E12
618-439-3161
ASS

Opportunity Employer M / F

ThiI fiR1

for sale 3 bedroom brick, cen
tral heat and air heat pump,
141 bath, all rooms large 2 car
attached swage Prt acres
land, all On black top road. 2
miles from Hardin Call
4313 evenings

A Saving Home Gas heat
makes it so economical These
low energy bills will make for a
quick sale of this home Come
see for yourself 3 bedrooms 2
baths study and den with back
to back fireplaces It has a kit
chen with island double ovens
sewing room all this sitting on
shaded lot Best of all owner
financing available Offered by
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753 1492

41. Public Sale

k
..,

KIFemes

For sale Grocery store Call
489-2533 or 753 1249

305 S. 12t1
7S3-3773
irov vvii sew He. 6 C.1 days•
gromk, weather pemitting.
Tessa omegas, Is lb. lop,
Teens
grap•frott, II I.
Imp Rorie@ Oa* ripe
tmetees, lenses, aelialpt,
r•il
hell peppers, red
p•I*****. csoc•mh•re,
carrots. rectal sposh,
victory, eniser, Nees, Imeee,
red and yellow epees, candy,
fiefs, melons
We have the 'entity eel
you caul beet eve price. Ilk
hewer feed stamp, LOP,
yard. pants

S Punkin i Thurman
0
1*
•A
R
Real Estate
N
i Soistissid• Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4151

W
I

303E:1

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

53.Services Offered

,c
19/1 Ford is ton pickup.
Sloop Reseed. Do you
48.000 miles 1977 Y1-100 need stumps removed
''6
p44E,
t"
'
Yamaha motorbike 753-9393
your yard or land cleared of rnerciai Of
1971 Ford pickup truck stumps' We can remove experience
stumps up to 24 below the 759 .
straight shift Call 435-4352
ground leaving only sawdust
1%4 Ford 6 cylinder straight and chips Call for free Wet basemen( We
shift short bed new topper estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343 basements dry work COM p •
ly guarenteed Call or writ'
good condition Call 753-9181 or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319
Morgan Construction (z.
or 7518124
Licensed electrician and gas in Route 2. Box 409A Paducah
1979 Ford 4-wheel drive low stallation heating installation
KY
42001 or call day 01 night
mileage Call 435-4392
and repairs Call 7517203
1-442-7026
1973 GMC long wheel base
Will do plumbing heating
b and p s.. automatic $700 MOBILE HONE ANCHORS carpentry and
roofing 753
underpinning roofs sealed
Call 435-4555
2211
patio
awnings,
and
house
type
1914 GMC van, must sell days
call 7511359 nights 753 roofs for mobile homes 153 Woodcraft Building Service by
Bucy
492-8120
Custorr.
1873 Jack Glover
0744, ask for Don
cabinets, vanities, new homes
Need
work
on
your
trees"
Topp
Log truck tilt cab. Ford 750
Quality
ing pruning, shaping com additions. repair
series V8, 5-speed with back
plete removal and more Call workmanship
Call
759-1739
loader $1500
@Wars TREE SERVICE for Will haul driveway white rock
1972 Super Cneyenne Chevy professional tree care, 753 and Ag lime, also have any type
truck, power brakes, power 8536
of brown Of white Pea gravel
steering air 350 automatic
Also do backhoe work Cal'
red/white excellent condition Sharpen hand saws and skill Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
Phone 527-8164 or 527-1450. saws Call 753-4656
753-6763
Unable to buy that new house Warning! Don't read this unless
of your dreams' Let me make you re in need of roofing ,
FOR SALE
some of those dreams come carpentry or electrical work
979 Ford F-150 1
true by redecorating your pre- New or repair. All guaranteec '
heel drive. Call 753sent dwelling Phone Beverly at Call Joe, 753-9226 for free
759-4573 and let me help you estimate
make your house a home In- 55. Feed
And Seed
terior Design Consultant.
51. Campers
• Straw $1 00 bale will Oliver
10 or more bales Call 753
17' Camping trailer for sale
You *IV 14.o. our 10•94. St '
3787 or 753-4713
Call 753-9915.

For sale furnished, year round
cabin and 2 lots in Pine Bluff
Shores Kitchen living room
and large sundeck on first floor
level bedroom bath and front
sundeck on second floor Put
ed to sell in the $20 s in
cluding range refrigerator air
conditioner new 40 gallon
water heater Special discount
'I know how it is. I just came from a budgettor cash or can be financed if
you qualify Shown by appoint
'Meeting at City Hall.'
men only Phone 753-5791 or
43:Real[state
43Rá1Eta
753 2649
BOYD MAJORS
Three bedroom older home
Reasonably priced in
located on Olive Street gas
the 540's Zoned for
heat, large garden spot priced
I 1753=E
in low $20's. 753-9775
commercial
and
-Profesmonal Services
Atresidential use
Three bedroom brick, one block
Wilt The nendls Touch"
troctive 4 bedroom
from University large kitchen
AND
SP1C
half
house 1 and a
family room with lots of
MONEY MAKER
SPAN
cabinets, utility 100171 with
baths, extra large living
Rental income proEasy to care for Alum.
hookup.
washer -dryer
room, kitchen-dining
perty only 3 blocks
sided 3 Bdrm. home.
aluminum storm doors and
University.
room.
area,
large
the
utility
from
From livingroom a
insulation
storm
in
windows,
Pniperty consists of
Economical gas heat and
good view of the lake.
walls and ceiling Firm cash
with
large
building
one
air-conditioning.
Can
be
Fireplace in LR,
price in $40's or can be financfive rental units. All
used for residential or
modern kitchen. Elec.
ed for qualified buyer. For aphave
units
seven
office. Large wooded
heat. Basement rec.
pointment phone 753-5791 or
separate gas and eleclot, near shopping cenroom has new wood
753-2649
Current
meters.
tric
ter.
stove which heats enIllt,on of quoht, blames
rental income is $540
56. Free Column
Jam C.
tire house. Attached
For sale 1978 Starcraft pop-up
per month. Priced at
•
CARTER STUDIO • Tree, Puppies half Collie anc
garage. Located in
Neubauer, Reeher
kitchen
camper with pull out
FOR
SALE
through
Kop$43,000,
Lakeway Shores. Only
753-7531 (eftI 753-0101
Call 753-2900 Of after 530 a 301 Mo..
753 8 2S
half German Shepherc
New House, three
perud Realty.
1111 Sycamore St.
$32,500.
753-5702.
weeks old Call 436-2456
bedrooms,
INTO
2
SLIP
full
baths,
Murray,
Asmara,
INVESTMENT
GOOD
52.
Boats
and
Motors
2
SOMETHING
car
finished
garage,
PROPERTY
COMFORTABLE
nice, low
22 It, sailboat. 502-554-5090
down
641 S. Appr. 4 miles
For sale. Wooden Nickel
after 4 pm
Like this three
payment, 11 °. loon.
from Murray, 2 frame
Trading Post, Aurora KY All
brick
bedroom
No closing costs. High14' Fishing boat, trailer. 5
stock and equipment $23.000.
houses, on 5 acres
charmer on quiet
way 121 North, Midway
horse motor, gas tank. 2 oars.
Call 1-554-0637 or 1-898r tendable i. Excellent
Fishing Lkees• for Sale,
street.
residential
complete $500. Also a 14'
3898.
between Murray and
commercial property
Owe &I...,t a Murray ea Illyirmay 11 East
Owners have just
boat. Call 753-2855.
Mayfield in Calloway
with ideal building
vacated property, so
Fishing Rods
site, plus income from
S4 95-524.95
Camity. Ca 489-2715.
Polarcraft 14' heavy duty wide
you can move right in.
Super constructed 2
rental houses. InMinnows
deep Jon boat $215 Phone
Dozen $1.25
3
an
Attractive
home at
story home with all the
vestigate this now at
489-2595
Small Coolers, 12 Pk
47. Motorcycles
$9.95
attractive price. Price
luxuries including cen$24,900.00.
Boat Cushions fancy
reduced to $41,850.
$7.50
1980 CX-500 Custom Honda. 16L-r. Searay with 100 horse
tral heat and air and
Kopperud
753-8080
Contact
black with adiustable back Mercury motor. and Tamco
Commercial Dip Nets
Fisher wood burning
11.95
Realty, 711 Main in
rest, low miles, excellent con- trailer 474-2708.
stove. Located on KY.
Minnow Buckets. .
....
.
.....
51.25-55.95
dition. $2150. Call 753-8251
53. Services Offered
Murray.
Lake with its own
Insulated Coveralls
$25.99
PRICED TO SELL • TAKE YOUR
canal and boat dock
For sale 1977 750 Honda ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING or
PICK You can afford this
160 Pair Gym Shorts
$2.10
44.
Lots
For
le
Super Sport, 9.000 miles, new vinyl siding and trim
with year round deep
adorable starter home with 2
61 Gun Cases
excellent condition Aluminum trim for brick
$12.95
water. You must see
Lot in Cherokee Village. Arkan- tires
bedrooms on an acre lot lust
houses Jack Glover. 753-1873
$1300. 753-9507
this one!
Bow & Arrows
$10.95
sas. Call 753-8286
minutes from town It's corn
Beautiful spaciou
Honda CX-500 custom motorcy- Bob's Home Improvement Ser30 Tile Jackets C GA
pletely redecorated with new
S6.25
SALE
FOR
home at the waters
cle. 1980 model. 5200 miles. vice. Remodeling, painting. ce.
carpet, wallpaper. paint anc
Plastic Fishing Worms Card
19'
Lot in Panorama Shores,
edge of Kentucky
several extras. excellent condr- ment work general home
plumbing
Just $21.300
Swivel Boat Seats Fiberglass
5850
overlooking
lake.
Lake. It is not only
tion. Phone 753-4441 after 6 maintenance and inspections
ANOTHER BARGAIN. Only
Water, septic tank, and
75 likirts
well built, secluded,
pm.
Free estimates. 753-4501
$2.49 & up
$13,500 This 3 bedroom home
driveway already in.
and restful but is
features extra large rooms and
Sweat Suits
MX-250 Honda. 1976. runs Concrete and block, brick work
$14.95
a huge attic co.. acre lot. Call
Owner will finance. Call
maintenance free and
good. $400 or best offer Call Basements, driveways, storm
Boat Oars
$800
Spann Realty Associates, 753can be divided into two
753-5405.
after 4 pm. 753-6709
cellars porches. 20 years ex.
35 Boat Anchors 10 Lb
...
$8.50
7724
separate
living
periesm,753-5476.
Three lots. eater Marshall 48. Auto. Services
75 Rolls Rope
Cheap!
quarters. Enjoy the
=MAAR LAWN & GARDEN
Call
43)County.
$2000
each
Salvage,
Import
Auto
68-73
convenience of your
Assorted Fish Hooks.
Cheap!
FOR RENT
Lawnmowers.
RotaSHOP
4760
Volkswagen bumper. $20.
own private boat dock.
Tackle Boxes
Five your old rustic
Assorted 54.00-520.00
Toyota. Datsun, Opal, Capris, tillers chain saws, expertly
45. Farms For Sale
$59,500. Call today for
repaired. Pickup and delivery
home. 3700 sq. ft.
Tennis
Shoes
70
Pairs
Converse
$10.95
Call
Simco
parts.
and
Fiat
and
an appointment to see
farmIgnd for rent Call after 5' 474-2325 after 5 pm, Monday- available 489-2853. 8 AM to 5
nestled in 14 wooded
200 Assorted Caps & Hats
$1.89
this
gorgeous
home.
pm
474-8829
PM
acres in a secluded
Friday.
Fishing Lines & Fly Lines
/48.4 4.4,44.- 416 1430
50`.56.95
area. Facility for
46. Homes For Sale
all
types
of
plumbing.
large
Do
Pr.." Over 711-5/15
Used automatic and standard
Reels
53.49-510.95
_.•s_., 711 3411
animals, fenced. See to
For sale by owner Lovely 2 transmissions, motor, radiators. or small lobs, all work guarShale, Wilod - 153 1043
believer I
Lite
Vests C.G.A.
experience.
nanteed.
5
years
T4r4-4S6•4444644
18.95
bedroom brick home at 909 glass. doors, truck tires and
A4smem.
753 4134
/53-5360.
Coleman Camper Stoves
Pogue Avenue Fireplace, newly wheels. Call 799-1739.
$29.95
IN,I 4.4.', Ink.,
redecorated kitchen attached 49. Used Cars
Fence sales at Sears now Call
Igloo Coolers, 48 Ot
$20.60
1/
garage. R-22 insulation, very
Sears. 753-2310 for free
One
22'
Camper
Mida
Self-Contained
$3,000.00
Chevrolet
high
mileage
1976
quiet location near hospital
estimate for your needs
Marray-Celloway
Rainwear All Kinds And Sizes
extra clean, prmer steering
753-0387
Ceenty Realty
General home repair. 15 years
windows,
locks
$2000
brakes,
Many Olber Items!'
(502)753-1146
new houses. Canterbury Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore experience in carpentry
Four
Two room cabin, all electric
301N 12th Si
Estates Will trade for other
masonary, plumbing, roofing.
Check Our Grocery Items
and carpet, located in
Mum., K T 42071
property or will finance at less 1974 Clas'ic Caprice, clean. and siding. Free estirnates, no
Whole Milt
$2.25
Panorama Shores. Can be seen
1976 GMC pickup. excellent lob too small Call 474-2276.
than bank rate 753-3672
by appointment. $7595 Call
Maxwell those Coffee
Bag $1.88
condition. Phone 241-3224.
Guttering by Sears. Sears con.
753-5094
Puryear
Maxwell House, Folger's Can
$2.00
tinous gutters installed per
THIS IS IT! Near schools .Near
I
1978 Chevrolet Chevette your specifications. Call Sears
Shop At
churches Near grocery. _Low
miles, AM-FM tape /53-2310 for free estimate
I 30.000
maintenance
bills_ .Gas
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Coninurrirty Center)
player. Keystone mug wheels.
I $2800. Call 489-2814.
insulation, blown in by Sears.
heat...Fireplace.. 3
Specializing in Senior Citizens
save on these high heating and
bedrooms ..Pricel Low
I
local
one
owner
Caprice
1914
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753530s.. Give us a call today at
Open Hours
0.1 Soso i.1. N.Is. Checks!
I
options,
low
all
miles
car,
2310 for free estimate.
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
4.
2-door
hardtop.
1970
Chevelle.
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs.,
Fri., Sat.
Loretta lobs. Realtors_
local car in very good condi8-12 753-3685tion. 753-3942
For Appointment
For sale. 1978 Lincoln 2-door
Town Coupe New tires. 43.000
miles, dove gray. excellent condition. $6000. Call 753-5950.
1974 Ford Pinto wagon. 4 new
ACREAGE
tires, tune-up and more Es
FOR SALE
cellent condition. $1450 7.51
Retails $110
Retails $711
Approximately 13'2
2952
Their Prk• $111
Their Price $5111
Buy at wholesale prices and save'
acres for sale only 5
19/3 Pontiac Lemans. $650 or
Oar Price $449
Our Pric• $529
Missy dresses and sportswear; Junior
miles west of Murray
best offer Call after 3.30. 759
on the Butterworth
dresses and sportswear. National ad
4910.
Group of SX-3400 Receiver
Road. Lovely setting
vertising brands.
1980 .. Sunbird Hatchback.
with 2 ponds, some-Turn Table
PL-I00
power steerrng, air, tilt. $5700
acreage in woods and
10
4-wheel
Ford
F-150.
1976
pasture.
some in
drive needs work. $1000
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Fresh on the market 1973 Dune buggy. $350. Call
ideal location. Phony'
Illorteils $315
Feb. 27th, 28th, March 1st
Retails $21115
436-2425 after 5 pm
753-1222, Kopperud
Their PrIce $399
Their Price 52/1
Their Prk• 5211
wheel
Tercel.
front
Toyota
1980
Realty, for all the inOar Pricy $2.59
Oar Prk• $159
"$359
flwr Pri
drive. 5-speed an AM-FM
formation.
CASIO
conFOR
Will
radio
cassette
and
COLD
&
SILVER CASH ION COLOR SILVER ;
ASSUMABLE
sider responsible person taking
urn
VA LOAN
over payments Call before 12
Retells $210
Their Price $111
Economic, roomy
;
ap noon or evenings, 753.0307
Their Prk• $129
•••
Sur Mee Mil
home with beige colIf
you
hove been selfing your
1979 1-bird 1-top, loaded best
Our Price $119
Piet $145 Kerirafte Free
ored vinyl siding,
gold rings and silver nithotri
offer. must sell. Call 753 9710
ahuninum eaves, and
ORPT.419Os,
1:44/
you or
new roof. You can
INSTANT CRIED4T-VISA-MASTEMCARD50. Used Trucks
probably lost some money .t
'really be an energy
Pleat! gel OM oFfer
For sale 1978 Lou Chevrolet
FINANCIAL-90 DAYS
fighter because the
you sell It moles Dollars and I'
pickup. 18 000 miles. good
Seale Free Appro•sols Spy., ;
central gas heat has a
condition, local truck Phone
rry
orovoded
furnace
as
new wood
INSTANT CREDIT-VISA
759-4501 after 4 pm
Sollars sad &riots el 64414(Wel
an auxiliay to the
S1.52',.55.310.Sto
MASTERCARD
main system. Price
ie...Imo
••4.
FINANCING-90DAYS
just reduced 84000 to
72 Cher. Tandem
Gold IL SI 110,Pawn S
es
$30,000. Phone 753Dump Truck. 79
We always haat
•.
Boy Sall or Trawl*
1222. Kopperud Real40Vmp0r Maze
Ford 1-150 4:4.
smilvertIssad prices
Hwy. 641 N
•
ty, for all the informaea wfuripareset, ofbemes, Topes!"
•
caSSSi(D4 MVO CASI tlitt DOC0 a sii vie ;
753-5699.
tion.
753-1873

MR. ED'S
ONE STOP

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

MR. ED'S and
BE AHEAD!

Archway Quick Stop

Sample Sale

Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.

a.m. to 4 p.m.

We beat any Pioneer Truckload
Spectacular Sale Prices!
SDX-D7000 Receiver
SX-3900 Receiver

2 Promusica
120 Speakers

SG-9800
Equalizer

CT-550 Cassette Deck

LOOK!!!

te,

SX-3600
Receiver

P1-400 Turn Table

1
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I Deaths and Funerals] To Block Charges In Medicaid Plan
Mrs. Maude Todd
Lawrence Burton
Health Care Graup Files Amended Complaint
Dies Today At
Dies Thursday

Burtuo
of Benton Route 4 died
Thursday at 1:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway' County
Hospital. He was 66 years of
age.
A retired businessman, Mr.
Burton was a member of the
Free Methodist Church and
the Moose Lodge in
Petersburg, Ind.
He IS survived by his wife,
Mrs. Audrey Burton; one
daughter. Mrs. Patricia Ann
Warner, Petersburg, Ind.; two
sons, Forrest I.. Burton,
I.00gootee, Ind.. and Larry M.
Burton. Naples. Ha.; one
sister, Mrs. Delcie Fox,
Petersburg, Ind.; nine grandchildren.
- The funeral will be held Sunday at 1:30 p.m at the chapel
If the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home with Terry
Walters officiating. Burial will
tollow in the Fairdealing
i'emetery.
1.•11% ULM C M I PUPS ,

LEXINGTON, Ky. AP -the Kentucky Association of
Health Care Facilities has filMrs. Maude Enoch Todd,91, ed an amended complaint
of %Jute 7, Murray, died at against Human Resources
l2:05 a.m, today at the Secretary Grady Stunibo man
Murray-Calloway
County attempt to block implementaHospital.
tion of changes in Kentucky's
Mrs. Todd was the wife of Medicaid plan.
Arthur Todd, who died May 29,
The association claims that
1972.
the changes, slated to become
She is survived by two effective April 1, violate
daughters, Mrs. Luther various federal statutes and
(Odell i Suggs, Route 7, Mur- regulations.
ray, and Mrs Robert (Faye)
The federal district court
Davis, South Bend, Ind.; two suit filed Friday challenges
sons, Chester Todd and Ben the validity of Stumbu's acTodd, both of Route 7, Mur- tions in freezing maximum
ray; one brother, Wade payment rates to intermediate
Enoch, Decatur, Ala.; 10 care facilities since Jan. 1,
1980.
grandchildren; and 11 greatgrandchildren.
The association also wants
Funeral arrangements are
to block implementation of
incomplete at the Max Churchill Funeral Home.

Local Hospital

Holy Eucharist
To Be Celebrated
On Sunday

The United States, Britain
and the Soviet Union signed a
nuclear test-ban treaty in 1963

Delores Honchul
Selected To
'Who's Who'

Stephen I.. Hancock of Murray, a senior at Murray State
University, has been selected
for the 1980-81 edition of
"Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges."
Entry into the edition is based on academic excellence
and campus leadership. The

Memorial Baptist
To Hear Pastor
Whit On Sunday

Randall Hutchens
Selected For
'Who's Who'

Special Music,
Preaching Set
At Bible College

Tammy Jane Feltner

Reading Association, and
working part-time for the
The Memorial Baptist Housing Office at Murra
Church will hear the pastor, State.
She is also a member of
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
speak on "Words of Jesus" Kappa Delta Pi education
with scripture from Luke 6, at honor society), Alpha Lambda
the 10:50 a.m, service and Delta National Honor Society,
from Luke 4 and Sat the 7 p.m. and Gamma Beta Phi Honor
seavice on Sunday, March 1, at. Society.
the church.
Claude Miller, deacon of the
week, will assist in the serRandall A. Hutchens
vices.
Milton Gresham,minister of
honor is given to outstanding
music, will direct the Sancgraduating seniors.
tuary Choir at the morning
Hutchens is the son of Mr.
hour and the College and
The Rev. Martin Mattingly and Mrs. Idelee Hutchens of
Career Choirs at the evening will be the celebrant at the Murray Route 7. He is a
hoi,.5Margarel. Wilkins is masses at 6,..30 p.m. today and political science major at
'orgittrgt and Michael Wilkins at Band 11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Murray State.
is pianist. Helton Carlin will on Sunday, March 1, at the St.
Hutchens has received top
sing at the morning hbiir.
honors with the debate team in
Leo's Catholic Church.
Church Teaching will be at
Religion classes for state and national competi9:40 a.m., and Church Train- preschool through adults will tion. He captured the OVC title
ing with Karen Shipley to be at 9:30 airn. on Sunday.
for first speaker debate in
sptak on missions in Jamaica.
Special Ash Wednesday 1980.
Queens, N. Y., will be at 6 p.m. masses will be at 5:30 and 7
Other activities include
Volunteer nursery workers .p.m. on Wednesday'. Other membership in Phi Sigma
will be Robbie Witherspoon, weekday masses will be at Alpha Honor Society and Phi
Bobby Hancock, and Laurie 4:30 p.m. Tuesday, 10 a.m. Beta Lambda. He was also
Travis. Bus drivers will be Thursday, and 2 and 4:30 p.m. president of the Murray State
Pete Morgan, Larry Geib, and on Friday. No mass will ty Forensic Union.
Glen Hale.
held on Monday.

Rev. Mattingly
To Be Celebrant
At St. Leo's Masses

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

"
CASH
BONUS

$70

ON ANY 81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

SH
$500BONUS
ON ANY 81 CITATION OR CHEVETTE

amn ay or
753-2617

V. St Inc.
641 South Murray

GM QUALITY
WWII RUTS

GM

4311111ML MOTORS MIMI tivuiita

Bruce Logue
To Speak At
Church Of Christ
Bruce Logue will speak on
"God-Majestic. Wise, and
True" with scripture from Exodus 3:1-6, 9-15, at the 10:30
a.m, services on Siinday.
March 1, at the University
Chursh of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Richard
smith, W. H. Brooks, Sherrill
Gargus, Willard ails, Ramp
W. Brooks, Freed Curd, Gelid
Suiter, Doug Jones, Ellis Pennington, John Simmons, Bob
Bazzell, Cliff Cochran. and
Keith Hays.
The University students will
conduct the 6 p.m. services.
Nursery supervisors will be
Hazel Berkley, Margaret
Dunn, Lillian Dunn. and Ann
Thompson.

A full day and evening of
special music and preaching
will be held on Monday, March
2, beginning at 10:00 a.m., at
the - Mayfield Bible College,
Mayfield.
Among the speakers, Dr.
Paige Patterson, of the
Criswell Center for Biblical
Studies, Dallas, Texas, will be
heard twice. Three graduates
of Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College, host school, will also
speak, and the Graves County
Associational Youth Choir will
sing.
Day sessions, before and
after lunch, will be held on the
school campus, on Highway 45
south of Paducah. The evening
session will meet at theNorthside Baptist Church in
Mayfield at 7 p.m.
The interested public is
welcome, according to school
vice-president R. Charles
Blair.

Seventh, Poplar
Church To Hear
John Dale

numerous auto plant workers
are out of work

Murray State
Senior Named
To 'Who's Who'

However, she said, -The
secretary was required by
House Bill 931 to unplernent a
costcontainment package for
Jeremy Robert(Alin of Lon- Medicaid by the second year
don, England,a senior at Mur- of the biennium (which begins
ray State University, has been July 1 "
selected for the 1980-81 edition
of "Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges."
Entry into the edition is based on academic excellence

Stephen Hancock
award is made to outstanding
college seniors.
Hancock is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Hancock of 1505
Belmonte Drive, Murray. He
is majroing in accounting.
His activities at Murray
State include membership in
Omicron Delta Kappa, Beta
Alpha Psi, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Alpha Chi, Alpha
Lambda Delta and Gamma
Beta Phi fraternities. He also
is a member of the Murray
State Accounting Society and
served on the University Student Senate.

In addition, she said. Stull
bo had to itilrodut:e cosi
rontairunent proposals simply
because there was not enoughi
uurney in the budget to pay fi
the program
'Stumbo alto lasted ta make
equitable adjustments in tlic
Medicaid program because of
these budget deficits It is projected that we will ta.. short $40
million the first' sear of the
biennium and Rai ii anion short
the second year, and that is
not taking into considt:ration
the cuts made in President
Reagan's bodget,•' she said.

Bret Cude Named To
1980-81 'Who's Who

Bret Cude of Mayfield, a 510 North Sixth St., Mayfield:
senior at Murray Statt Cude is an agriculture
University, has been selected
for the 1980-81 edition of
"Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges."
Entry into the edition is based on academic excellence
and campus leadership. The,
honor is given to outstanding
jraduating seniors.
Cude is the son of Mr. Herman Earl Cude of Hickory
Route 2. and Ms. Ann Cude of
Jeremy Odlin
and campus leadership. The
honor is given to outstanding
graduating seniors.
Odlin is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Odlin of 24 Coleridge Road, London. Odlin is
a marketing major at Murray
State.
His activities include
membership in the Marketing
Club, Omicron Delta Kappa,
and Beta Gamma Sigma.
Odlin is captain of the Murray
State track team.

The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor.
the Rev. Billy Turner, speak
at the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. worship services on Sunday,
March!.
Special music will be
presented by the Church Choir
at the morning hour and by the
Youth Choir at the evening
hour. Tommy Scott will direct
the music with Patsy Neale as
organist and Susie Scott as
pianist.
Raymond Matheny, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
services.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.

Murray Native
Named To 1980-81
'Who's Who'
Larry Evans -of Murray, a
senior at Murray State
University, has been selected
for the 1980-81 edition of
"Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges."
Entry' into the edition is based on academic excellence

Bret Cude
business major.
His activities at Murray
State include membership in
Alpha Gamma Rho, Alpha
Zeta honor fraternity, Kappa
Delta, Residence Hall
Association, and Student Activities Board.
Cude served as president
and treasurer of the.
Agriculture Club while atttnding Murray State. He is currently reporter of Alpha Zeta.
Cude also participated in intramural basketball, football
and volleyball.

Grace Baptist
Church To Hear
R.J. Burpoe

Larry Evans •
and campus leadership. The
honor is given to outstanding
graduating seniors.
Evans is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Orville Evans of 604
Sycamore, Murray. He is an
accounting major at Murray
State.
Evans was president of Beta
Alpha Psi, vice-president of
Beta Gamma Sigma and a
member of Alpha Chi.

The Grace Baptist Church
will hear the pastor. the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe, speak at the
11:145 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services on Slinday, March 1.
Leland Peeler will direct the
: music with Dwane Jones as_._
organist and Terry Downey as
pianist. Special music will be
by the Church Choir.
NC'tei y workers will be—"
DeD-liazzell, Freda Jones,
Georgia Bailey. and Audrey
Roberts. Don Hale will be in
charge of bus information:
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m.

THE ACES'

IRA G. CORN, JR.

-The kings should let
their ears hear their faults
hid.- Pericles.

NORTH
•A K 9 5 3
•102
•10
•A K 1073
WEST

2-28-A

EAST

Today's challenging slam, •Q 100 7 4
•J 2
was played in the National •J
•KQ974
•Q 8 4
Mixed Pairs Championship. •J97532
•Q 9 2
Fred Karpin of Silver •.1
SOUTH
Springs, Md., researched the
•6
results and discovered that
•A 8 6 5 3
those who went set gener•A K 6
ally believed, "once you
48 6 5 4
cash two high trumps, the
Vulnerable: None Dealer
slam goes down "
East. The bidding.
Finally, he did find someone who made the slam East
South
West
Nor:h
after playing two high Pass
1•
Pass
I.
trumps. She was Dorothy Pass
24
2•
4 NT
5,
Pass
64
Truscott of New York City, Pass
Pass
Pass
a member of the United Pass
States Ladies Team that
won the 1980 Ladies Team
Opening lead Heart jack
Olympiad.
After declarer won West's can overruff dummy' The
heart jack with her ace, two answer is that if East does
high trumps revealed that so, declarer need not ruff
East had a natural trump his last heart in dummy,
trick. Clearly, it was time to declarer's heart will have
count possible winners been established since only
instead of worrying about East was able to-guard the
suit
losers
Rid with Corn

South holds

2-28-B

With each Chipper you get:
2 pieces of fish fillet
creamy cole slaw
crisp french fries
2 Southern style hush puppies

•J 2
•K Q 9 7 4
•Q 8 4
•Q 9 2
North
1•
2•

Soot\
1•

Expires 3-8-81

ANSWER: Three diamonds
Invitational and pre-emptive
If North is weak, the opponents can make something If
strong, there may be a game
Send bruise questtons to The Ares
CO Box 12563 Dallas Texas 75225
oilS sell addressed stamped ',metope
for. reply

.114.

•
,

RFCT

She said department
,awyers will review it after
they receive a copy. Until
then, they can't comment.

Sinking Spring
Church To Hear
Billy Turner

The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear
John Dale speak on "...that
your prayers be not hindered"
with scripture from I Peter 3:7
at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m, services, and "...things which
make for peace" with scripture from Romans 14:19 at the
Dorothy cashed her two
6 p.m. services on Sunday,
top diamonds, discarding
March I.
Assisting in the services will dummy's heart 10 and a
heart was rifled in dummy
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Next dummy's two top
Bolls, Kevin Garner, Gene
spades were cashed, declarMcDougal, Ricky Cherry, er discarding her losing
Danny Cleaver, Chuck diamond
Adams, Edgar Rowland,
A spade,from dummy was
Amos Hill, Kim Weatherford.
Terrell Mayton. Ray Kar- led and East was forced to
discard as declarer ruffed
raker, Mike Lyons. Joe ThornThe cross ruff continued.
ton, Charles Reed. Paid
dummy rifling a heart and
Ragsdale, Stafford Curd, and declarer rutting another
John L Williams.
spade
Teen nursery helper will be
In all, declarer took two
Tracy LaMastus. Joe Garland top diamonds, the heart ace,
and Emmanuel Manners will five ruffs in spades and
serve on the Extension hearts, and the four top
Department.
black cards
What happens if East disBible study will be held at
cards his hearts so that he
9:45 a.m. Sunday

•••

doit I know any ltuilit about Ow
aalt

The first weheard of it was
from the media Late this afternoon "

Murray Senior
Named To 1980-81
'Who's Who' Edition

Tammy Jane Feltner
Named To 'Who's Who'
Tammy Jane Feltner of
Murray, a senior at Murray
State University. has been
selected for the 1980-81 edition
of Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges."
Entry into the edition is based on academic excellence
and campus leadership. The
honor is,&ven to outstanding
graduatiV, teniors.
Miss Feltner is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Feltner of Murray Route 2.
She is an elementary education major at Murray State.
Her activities include serving as president of the local

fail s in the Department for
Human ReSOUICVS, said we

Mandl Adds Name To Legislation

Holy Eucharist with propers
for the last Sunday after
Epiphany will be celebrated
March 1, at 9:45 a.m, by the
Rev. Custis Fletcher, Interim
Vicar of St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620W. Main St.
as organist.
Sunday School classes will
The -Rev. Jimmy Stubbs. meet at 11 a.m, with a report
minister of evangelism, will from those attending the 153rd
speak on 'The Church: Annual Convention of the
Fellowship of Holy Spirit" at Episcopal Diocese of Ken
the 7 p.m.service.
tucky meeting Friday and
Church School will be at 9:45 Saturday at St. Paul's in
a.m., Covenant Prayer Henderson.
Groups at 5:30 pin., and
Those attending the convensnack supper for pre-teens, tion are: The Rev. and Mrs.
junior, and senior high UMYF Custis Fletcher, Larry Doyle,
groups at 5:30 p.m.
Steve Hale, Mrs. Leonard
Delores Honchul
Whitmer and Elizabeth
Whitmer.
On Wednesday at 6:30 pin. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
there will be the celebrated Delbert Honchul of Murray
the Special Liturgy for Ash Route 2. She is an accounting
major.
Wednesday with Imposition of
Her activities at Murray
Ashes
to
mark
the
beginning
chapter of Student National
State include membership in
of the Lenten Season.
Education
Association,
Gamma Beta Phi, Alpha
(SNEA), state vice-president
Lambda Delta, Alpha Chi and
of SNEA, publicity chairman
Beta Alpha Psi. She also is
of the Council of International
vice-president of Beta Gam-'
ma Sigma.
Miss Honchul serves as
senator to SGA from the College of Business and Public
Randall A. Hutchens of Mur- Affairs and was a chairman
ray, a senior at Murray State for the MSU telephone direcUniversity, has been selected tory. She is also a member of
for the 1980-81 edition of the Murray State scholarship
"Who's Who in American and financial aid committee.
Universities and Colleges."
Entry into the edition is based on academic excellence
and campus leadership. The

Walter Mischke To Speak
To Methodist Church
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke. Jr.. minister, will
speak on "Walls Are for Overcoming" with scripture front
II Corinthians 5:16-21 at the
10:30 a.m, worship service on
Suntlay;•March 1. at the First
United Methodist Church.
'• My Jesus I Love Thee" will
be the anthem to be sung by
the Chancel Choir, directed by
'aid Shahan with Bea Farrell

Sluti4bu
tittpleinegadttun, Hadley, direcloi
01 cumthrough an amendment, of the murucations aisi "until at'
80 percent limitation on certified Medicaid beds
The suit asked that Stunitio
be enjoined from continwng
such illegal conduct." and
WASHINGTON (APi
declare his actions illegal and Rep. Ron Mazzoli. 1)-Ky., says
contrary to Medicaid statutes he has added his name to
and regulations.
legislation to provide a $500
U.S. District Judge Scott tax credit to buyers of new
Reed scheduled a status con- cars this year.
ference on the case for March
If enacted, the legislation
6
would be retroactive to Jan.1
In Frankfort, Barbara and the tax ,credit refundable
even if the taxpayer had no
tax liability during 1981.
The credit would be lirmted
to American-made cars that
meet certain fuel economies.
Mazzoli said the four principal
U.S.auto makers meet this reDelores lionchul of Murray, quirement.
Mazzoli said the legislation
a senior at Murray State
University, has been selected was designed to boost car profor the 1980-81 edition of Who's duction and sales and reward
Who in American Universities improvements in fuel efficiency. He represents the
and Colleges.
Entry into the edition is bas- Louisville district where
ed on . academic excellence
and campus leadership.
Miss Honchul is the
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